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THE MONTHL OF THE SPECIAL LIBRARIES A 
Seeking Opportunitiez . - 
Global Information &%chi 
h.- - 
Get SciFinder. An essential element 
for effective scientific research. 
Just ask your scientists. They'll tel i  powerful research tooi that links you 
you what scientists all over the wcrld to t h ~  CAS databases, the most com- 
have already discovered - that  prehensive, up-to-date information 
SciFinder is the desktcp availahie. It makes searching simple. 
research tool of choke! And brings scientif ic discovery as 
SciFinder is sn close as your desktop computer. 
nders easy-to-use, Get !he messai je  Get SciFindei. 

THE TOP 100 U.8. NEWSPAWIS cn earcumw 
The Wall Street Jcumal" 
USA Today 
T i e  New York Times 
L35 Angela Times 
The Washixgtoa Post 





San !%nc:rco Cniori:cle 
Da1:as Moriiing News 
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New York Post 
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Newark Star-Ledger 
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C::ando Sencnsi 
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Fort laudzidaie Son-Szcrlrd 
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ow Jones lnte 
newspapers 
96 o f  :he toc 1 3 ~  U.S. ~ e ~ \ r s ~ a ~ e r s - ~ E 1  in F ~ i i  text 
e 50 of tie top 50 b.S. newsp~ers-44 Ir: %ii :ex! 
8 92% of the Forkine sr,oo9s hometown newsyaeen 
4 Searchi~g across the k{i arcbivs at  o m  t h e  
Pius, you can access aii of ;his rich content ?ST an incisdibiy Aexibie i r i t e r f a c e  :hat's simple enough 
, ~ fo: everyday business :esearch, yet powerfui & n o &  for even ':he most sopiisticalfd s e a m i n g .  
Dow . . . . Jones . . . . . . Inteaqs$f\r%:" . . . . . . . . 
kRp://djintemstive.com 
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information OutlaakO (ISS 1091-0808) is the 
mccthly, &ward-winning pubIicaQon of the Spe- 
cial Lil~rarks Assaciation. 1 700 Eighteenth 
Street, h?n,', Washirigton DC 20039-2514 El 
1-202-234-4703. &. 644 8 F a  1-202-265- 
93 17 e-in.&: mga&eDsla.org. 
Special Libraries .&sociatlon aSSCLrn& no reqonsi- 
b&;y for the statements and opinions advanced by 
the ~ o n ~ u t o r s  to rhe ass&:ation's publication. 
Edm% vWs do not necessarily represen: the 
official pos:tio% ofthe Sp%d ialraries Association. 
~seriptio~y it998 rites): S C m k d  Subscription 
$75 US,; $90 non-KS. Single hues (January 
1997- j $10 00. ,%sing copies will be supplied 
when losses have k e n  sustained in transit and as 
sup~lies la% for misskg issues rnw be 
&d wWi fou: mnrhs of date of publication. 
C h h s  for ~'1deBvered iss~es W'J not be &owed 
due tc Mure to %a@ the bfembecjhip Department 
or the Subscripti3n Cepament of address changes 
or because an issue B "missing fiom the files." A 
q y  of the mnaMr~g W: and%r the subscribe? 
number faciIlitate h e  processhg of claims. 
Refund Pofiw Eue tc the cost d processing a 
reimburseentent, he assuc$ticn3s palicy is &t "No 
refunds will be &ed for amounts under $10." 
Change of Addarr: .sow six week for all 
changes to 'become effective Aii com~nica-  
tions shmd be acmmpanied by a mailing label 
frcm a recent issue, 
Postmaster: Send address changes to Subscrip 
tior&, Ifomrafioe Ouilookq Special Libraries 
&sociation, 17W Lighteentii Street, KW, Wash- 
ington, DC 20099-2514, ZSPL. Periodicak post- 
age paid at :47~higton, DC and at additional 
mailing offces. 
Mvertiring: Accepfaxe of an advertisement does 
not imply eildcrsement of fiqe product by the 
Special Libraries Assocation, For I998 advert& 
ing rate caxk or other adve.8ising irfomion, 
contact 'Jivia~ Cohm a! 1-301-963-3622; Fax: 1- 
301-869-8608; or e - d  viv-ian@sIa.org. 
Information oil~utl~&~ IS a registered trademark 
of the Speciai Libmes Association. 
Specid Libraries Association 
Q 1998 by Specid Ltbraries Association. 
Matzrldr protected by titis copyright may be 
photocopied for t k  non-commercial purpose of 
scholarship or research. 
11 7 Special Librarians Set New Standard for Academe 
Deborah Grealy and Barbara Greenman discuss SLA's Com etencies document and P explain how these competencies comprise a new standard or special librarians and 
how they are eaually adaptive for other information professionals-especially those 
in academic settings. 
25 SLA in fndianapoiis: Attendees Take the Checkered Flag! 
SLKs 89th Annual Conference, "Leadership, Excellence, Performance: &jormation 
Professionals in the Driver's Seatn was a racing success! Read about ~3 of the 
goings-on that taok place in Indianapolis, Indiana, June 6-1 1, 1998! 
41 The Freedom Forum/Sl.A international Library Program 
The Freedom Forum a d  the Special Libraries Association recently provided fom 
librarians the opportunity to work abroad in an international Freedom Forum Library. 
Read about one participant's trip to Russia and get information on this year's 
program. 
Executive Ou~ook 




AdveIIt;Ur€~ in the Czech %public 
Research Briefs 
Lookkg Outside: Research with a View toward Libraries 
Government Reiations Outfook 
?5vacy, I~tenet  Replation Coming Soon to a Government Nez You 
On the Net 
Internet Resocrces in Rhan Planring 
Professional Devdopment Outlook 
Content Management: Put;ti?g Knowledge tc Work 
Money Matterr 
1997/98 Peasmer's Report 
Copyri ht Corner 
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NEW YORK LWIVERSITY LIBRARIES. 
2 positions. HEAD, ACQLTZSITIONS. Responsible 
for the management and efficient operation 
of the ,4cqnis%ions Enit which uses Geac 
ADVANCE for ordering, receiving, serids 
check-in, clalmig and pajment for aateri- 
als in all formats. Directs the work of three 
supervisors and staff 3f 18. analyzes vmrk- 
Bow, establishes priorities and mordmates 
traitdig of dl other K~rary units using the 
ADTANCE acquisitiaos and serids modules. 
Requires: a m i n i m a  of tLw years of ppr- 
fessiond experience in an acquisitions de- 
partment; ability to plan. organize, ad 
guide the w r k  of a professianal, adminis- 
trative and d e r i d  staff in a computer- 
based envi-omenc eqerience w"I6'1 aua-  
mated sysrlerrs dedronic fcrmats: 
knowledge of the book serial publish- 
ing trade and familiarity with caidoging 
and MARC format; reading kr;,owkdge of 
one or more foreig larrg~ages; excellent 
written and ord communiaxion sk i s .  SaL 
ay mmmerrsurate with experience, aini- 
Elurn $42,505. DOCLT~TS LIB-. U.S. 
government d ~ u m e n t s  librarian and s ~ b -  
jea specialist in t:,S. poiitics and public. ad- 
ministration. Admki~ter~ plan, promote: 
e v d ~ a t e  U.S. depository co3ection; super- 
vise staff: manage electronic gover-m-ent 
resources; prov2de busioess/soci& sciexe! 
docsments reference and user education; 
select y k t  and electronic media; work 
closely with faculty students. Requires: 
mc. years govermenl: documents experi- 
ence In academic, public or specid Iibraries; 
knowledge of trends in government infor- 
mation; experience w2h @kt and eiectrosric 
iibra-y resources and senlces, electronic in- 
formation retrieval, Internet and ogler eiec- 
tronic resources, a d  user education. Excd- 
lent mmm~inicaticn skills: strong sewice 
orientation. Sxpefitsoqy experience. gra& 
ate ,mdy in relevant field preferred. Salary 
commsurate with experience am! back- 
gound, minimum $36.&0. Both positions 
require ALA accredited A M :  subject Mas- 
ter's degree far tenure; and kcinde faculty 
status md attra&ve benefits, To eosure 
cmsiderztion, send resnme letter cf ap- 
pkation, incIu&ig addresses =d xie- 
phone numbers of :! references D: Ms. Janet 
Koztowski, Direckx Hurnan Resources, 
New York .kniversicy Lil~rzries, 70 Wash- 
ifigton Sqaare South, New York, Fl 23D12, 
by &@st 3 1 .  1 W8. P r d ~ ~ i n a r y  interviews 
will be keiC at L A .  NW ENCQIJUGES 
FROM VIUMEN A , ?  XEM- 
BERS OF MINQRlW GROUB. 
Dammm D E L ~ Y .  World Wide Sources. 
Fast, Efficient, inexpenshe, Twenty-?,YO 
years experience. Let us solve yam resezcb 
problems. CAROLIB. Phone (919) 929- 
487C. Fax (919) 933-1253. E-rnzC 
carolTl@intrex.rzet. 
Institute 
of Chemfd Ecgkeers . . . . . . . . . . . I 9  
Chrmicd Abstracts Service . . . . cover 2 
?vw'JV.EiS .erg 
Diabg Conporaibon . . . . . . . . . . cover 4 
WCT+J . .~~Z~~.COZ 
DDW Joces . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
htQ://bis.dov~janes.cam 
F. EBSCO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LI  
w w . £ b $ c o * c o ~  
Ernst & J7oicung . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .7 
! In?orrr,ation Express . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 
WhW. c x p s s  .m 
Inmagic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24 
i~vai~iarna@c.com 
LEXE-NEXE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .29 
vw..lexis-nexis.cm 
Medicai Librav Center of Yew Y3rk . If 
7 " 
,vi:cropatent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . csver 5 
w m a i c r c p a t . ~ ~ ~  
Prinary Source Media . . . . . . . . . . -15 
w+~w2;.srne&a..::cm 
? q i n  Distribution 
>~nm.tuxpin-dista-ibnticn.com 
West Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9 
wmv~westgonp,Ccm 
In the quest to bridge internztional boundaries of information exchange. %A is seeking and devel- 
oping nem7 opportunities to get our membership and the association in the thick of Lie giobal knowl- 
edge based economy. 
The Open Society Institute's (OSIJ Network Library Program sponsored a conference titled, "The 
2lst Century Information Society: The Role of Library Associations," in Budapest, Hungary, from May 
10-14, 1998.1 had the invitztion and ogpcrtunity to attend r his ga5'1ering and present remarks in ef- 
forts to ultitriately increase the va%e of special librarianship as well as t5e visijiiitj of the Specid Li- 
braries Association in a global arena. 
3 . c ~  1994, the OSI Eetwork Library Program ( K F )  has supporte6 and contributed to the developme~t of li5raries in the region of 
Central and Eastern Enrope and the former Soviet Union through numerous activities that include a grants program, training workshops: 
1il;rary informatior, science fellowships, and conference support. 
The NLP is a grogram of the Open Society Institute-Budapest, an integral part of an informal netwofk of more than thirtyone autono- 
mous 3aailionai foundations and other organizations created and fmded by philanthropist George Soros. 
'CIS confere~ce brought together one-hundred library associatbn leaders from Central and Eastern Europe and the countries of the 
former Soviet Union to d i m s s  issues of mutual concern and interest and to openly share information and persocai and professional expe- 
riences. T~pics of sessions included promoting libraries, library adv~cacy, continuing education and professional qualifications: profession- 
al ethics m d  LrtteEectual freedom, regional and lo& chapters, promotion of international standards for Iibra~ies, research and cooperation, 
and library Iegidation and national information policies. 
The cnnference co.mmenced with poster sessions by many library associations 
in the region. which included the Special Libraries Association (SLA) and the 
American Library Association (AM) (see photo, right). This was an excellent 
t i m  to chat wit?: attendees and an opportunity to exchange information about a 
myriad of apics facing the global information community. 
%ree plenaor sessicns were held and discussion ensued on alI topics. The 
fhi, session was titled "The Emergence of the Civic Scciety: Transforming Profes- 
sional Asscciatlons into Yon-Governmental Organizations." The sezcnd session, 
"Stn;e~re and Management of Library Associations," was particularly interesting 
and gave me an oppomnity to share and h e x  feedback regarding our organiza- 
tion. Findy, the C'1ird section was "Intellectual Freedom and Professional Ethics." 
Barbara Ford, outgoing ALA president spoke on "Library Associarions in 
Times of Change," and I spoke about the professional development anci continuing education offerings available at SLA that could serve as 
a model for otfler associations. I received excellent feedback and many positive comments regardtng SLA's program. 
I aiso h2C the opportilnity to speak to the conference organizers about GLOB'4L 2000. Xf you were in Indianapolis, you may have seen 
several people wearing Global ZOO0 badges in early anticipation for the Worldwide Conference on Special Lib:ariansilip to Se heid October 
16-19,2600. in Brighton, Engand. 
Becazse Clize issues and developments sfiaping ti?e information industry transcend country borders, this conference wiE focus on inter- 
national ,ssues cf tile global information profession such as col;yri@t infringement, the role of the Internet in inforation distribution. 
rising journal costs-we must rernember that these issues affect information professionals across the globe. 
Global 2003's The Information Age-Challenges and Opportunities: Worldwide Conference on Special Librarianship is so important, 
You'll have the opportunity to play a part in discussions on issues that have global implications and to hely sha?e the %hire of the infor- 
mation kdcs@. Keep yo'x eyes open for more information on Global ZOO6 as well as other global actMties as we experience the many 
opportunities for internationai information exchange on the move into the next millennium. 
David R. Bender, PkD., executive director 
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assodation mmagement litera- 
e m ,  which is the &r?formation 
cenEaI area of M M ' s  web site. 
She is an active nember of C?e 
Washington, DC Chapter and In- 
formation Teciinology DMsion. 
Deborah Somen; sqewi- 
soy  Zibrdan, USDA F m s t  
Servke INFbSouth Library in 
Athens, GA, and tire ABmta 
ataIoging m d  dztabase unit, 
was appokted projea naa;lger 
on the deve1opment of a nation- : 
wide online catalog that tv%l be 
available to the p~biic, seaving 
all ten Fares Service lijrwies 
natiow~de. Sommer is a nem- 
ber of the GfxXgiZ Chapter and 
the Envizonrnent Q Resource 
Management Givision. 
Cooney Named to 
6 Information Ouilooh o Ru@~st 1598 
UC Library Receives 
Ca!l%tisn 
The Urdversitgr of CaEornia, 
Smta Cmz, (UCSC) announceci 
that the Uniirersity Library has 
received 5le Rosario Mzzzec 
Ccilection of Cllrinet Music. The 
conectioc donated by AMazzeo's 
widow cantairis more than 
1,900 items of darinet music, 
constituting o x  of the major 
resources far clariqet sfiddies ir, 
the US. 4U materiais can 'ne ac- 
cessed via f2e online catalogs 
conrainirig UCSZ materials. 
IrJomtation Outlook, the 
monthly magazine of the Spe- 
cial Libraries Association, re- 
cently won the APEX 98 Pub& 
@tion Award of Excellence in 
t;rte category of magazines, 
magpapers, newspapers. and 
journals. The award is based 
on excellence :rt editorial ion- 
tent, graphic design, and  he 
ability to achieve overall com- 
munications excellence. 
ERNST &YOUXG Center for Business KnowledgeB 
. . . .  
.......... 




.... 7&@&Iiver to va Clie3~ 'Sy 
r&~&~ trardexhg h~owiedge. Our Emt 
& ; . ; :Y&~~ , . . center for Brrsiness Knowledges 
ern&$ Ieahg  edge hfcmio!on pofessior,& 
techiogies riedbdoiogies to support the h<Wge 
:- re uiremens of our c!imts a d  prc- 
e ~ m ; .  .Cmendy, we are looking for hg i iy -  
, 
..... !e rfomzcion prokssio~ak to joir, the pro- 
.... ;gtessive no2-r-raditional howiedge tear.  ,& 
.... 
.. :. ...:... 
.::.z.::.:' d~xax ic  teaT wor'ics out ofseverai strategic iota- 
........ 
The q~aI&ed cadidate wiil wxk on h e  bmi- 
ness resea& team, supporhg the howledge 
nee& of Ems? & Yomg prafesio~als wrldwide. 
X?,?ls hdivid~a! wi2 use ar? exersive co!lection 
of interzai z:d extend .j,fom.atio> rmmces to 
@her, maiyze a d  deliver knowiedge to Seid 
- p~ctitiones. i he candidate shotiid -A be com- 
fortable i;? a dpa<c, fast-pzced environment 
m d  able t3 hadie  .;?formation requests md 
research. prajec-,n sk&lly ard expediently. The 
idezi cadidate wtil be rn experie~ced bsiness 
resexcher fw~ised on cwoner service, wit5 an 
Imderstadig ofb.~s?;jsL?rss e ea& :mh, sources, 
dashes an2 seaxiling tecbniqies, a d  wili 
h r  h e  abiIicyr,o :Iea?~ very boa6 bcsines s ~ b -  
ject matcei q~ickiy. 
Xeqhemeius: 
* hchebr's Degree azd prover, business 
research success (a kisines-focused Master of 
Library Science or ax MBA prefe~ed). 
* Miirnum of 3 yem o o f i ~ ~ d t i s ~ ~  experience and 
kn~wiedge of bilskess concep; issues, 
processes, a d  i?l"omcian rechnologizs. 
~P:oficiencv :ir? use dmajo: vendor prcducts 
and services (Zalcg, Em, Jm.a News 
Retxieval, Lxis-Xexis, SEE) 
expe~ence wid? 2 wide m5eq cf 'ousines 
iiarrrLation msoccs. 
* Advanced buskess ar?d interpersonal 
com.miczrion skills, strong cmtomer service 
orienario;? 326 coxn i . en t  io teamwork. 
* Light mvei. 
We offer conperi:ive saiaries, beriefits and 
opportunities for gow& hterested candicl$tes 
rnay s e d  cover ieaer, remrrie, s h y  require- 
meats and city preference to: Recruiter SAk@O, 
Emst @a Young LLF, 1200 Skylight OHice 
Tawer, 11560 West Second Street, Cleveland, 
OH 441 13; fax: (216) 622-1483. P1we visit 
our website at: http:1bww.ey.c0m/cbk. 
Errs B Y w  LLF cn qiai o- w k ~ ,  Me ii.e diwrnr, of D ~ T  twk$rnce zpd the kmkmG& . fwn  peqi 
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As the last kmrlcar; Librarj Associa- tkek oniine s y s t e ~ ,  and to develop an 
tion Library Fellows a:e returning to the 92LC connec5on far p a s  of fhe recoc. A 
United States from their vzious exetic Czech native, I was able to commur,icate 
pests, I look back or? my six-mmth stay in easily, and after iearning the Czech catalog- 
Czech F.ep&Iic as a 1994-95 Fellow* and I ing and librarianship 'Lerminobgy, I was 
reflect on what grew out of experiexe rea@ :yo :OK Sometimes, however, I had ts 
roc with the punches. Fc: ex&m~.e, when I 
discovered 5?e card catAog's poer q~a l i@ 
required :ecm to be d m  fom the book in 
bandwagon ef ii'kxy ammation and start 
&sing the gap. I tried to gke <?ern an idea 
of what Amrican iibrvies are like and 
wkat their concerns a x .  
Czring my fellowship, % deveioped 
strocg profess;ond and person2 concec- 
Lions with %any ~Czecb !!braria~i,s-connec- 
tions 5181 .tan Btourish across tke kiastic 
thacks to e-maii. As suc2, 5?e fate sf x57 li- 
5ra.q~ became zspecxaEy dm 50 me. Since 
1995, i h8.17e been back there faar rises. 
catdlii-,g up with the rapid moQemizat*Lio:n of 
iibraqy service a30 :he advancemen: in aE- 
for me professionally and persona@, as 
weE as ,for "my" library. My fellowship tmly 
was a growing exprience and a gea t  ad- 
venture that ssrted a lasticg professiona1 
Interest for me. 
My fellowship b rq$  rie to BEG'S 
FAasayk 3niversity School of Eibaal Arts Li- 
bray, &an ksthtien nith koldiyzgs ef abont 
500,OCO tktes and sex@ approxiaatdy 
9,2W s&dents and faculty. V f i m  I az%ed, 
the library had @st ppurcirased fwee tc,nhds 
a d  a mdoghg mod~ie form oi&e system 
a d  had received a g m t  to tire tizee ad&- 
tiocd staEf for recon. &so, AACti;! ha6 been 
sdemd as the na&xal aralogi~g stanckd 
for tae Czech Wegub.3~ arid its Czech transla- 
tion was hastily being prepared. 
My main role at the Masaq-k's Liberal 
Arts Library was to help pian for automa- 
tion acd get the recox and ordine cataioging 
02 the ground, as wall as to train staff ta? 
catalog accordizg to AACX2 adapted to 
m a g  t h r o ~ @  the scltoai's oid Fm&xe 
storage to find workzbies ftor the new st&f 
LLO use for Cieir terminals, ! k x w  i had my 
vmrk c :~t  o i~ t  for me. 
NE-sertheiess, tiky were six exdting 
nocti?s. Creating h e  Erst record ia ti-;:: li- 
brary's onliae caaitog was a very satisfy!ng 
experiecce, as was watching the database 
g m .  The newly hired cazioging staff was 
eager to take on the 5m.17~ new world sf 
An,&-American cataloging, which for them 
icdudes xnknowe concepts of copra t e  
zutFmship and ~niform title headirigs. The 
otk~ex l ikar iax  i met during my stay were 
very curious abczt dl aspects of Americac 
- ., irorariaaship. Forty-oce years of com%cnist 
rule had kept %em isdated from 5k west- 
ern world in may ;;"&% iccinding librarian- 
shi? and they were reacy tto get on ;he 
esr cievdopxents in Ameriafi 
Iibrar!anship, visiting &h 
the friends i. m d e  duriag my 
fellowship, m d  ddighting in 
ne fast go?\& of f ie  s&e cat- 
alog that I helped b Izunck. 
Dnring the past year, Z irave beccme in- 
trohed in anotker ad17entl~re-$anning for 
a new buiidhg for the Masaryiz's L f~e rd  
Arts Library, Tkis has brougk me gea t  joy. 
-.  
1 mow better Liar: any~ody how bady Cle 
7 . -  i1brZI-y needs adeqaate, modern sgace that 
\.dl. dew for a 2xe transformatior. of aE its 
activities, incbding adequate space fcr 
apen st3cks and reference sewice-relative- 
ly new concepts in Czech iibrarlaoship. 
Wj East trip CLO Emo in Febxary of %is 
year was particdsrly exeting and reward- 
icg s:r:ce I went tc articip8te iri tke design 
coxpelitior, for ihe new Ehiry 'sddicg. 
T5e &sip sdected is a sodern, Eve-stov 
s;rx3xe, with pier$ of natzrai Iight and 
a m ~ k  reom for the coIiections and coxp t -  
er v~orksta"Lions. it wiii also prcvide four- 
k~undred sT~dy spaces compared to forty in 
the currect space. Recen$y, the Ministy of 
C~lture approved Finding for &e new 
bniding, sc w5en I ga to Brrio agzin in sev- 
er$ weeks, I expect to see detaikd pIacs for 
the Iayocc of indivib~d @oars and have dis- 
cussions abont %:r;&we selection. The 
groundbreaking should occur in early 1999 
and I surely vKil be thex! 82 
KeyCite. 7-h~ citator makes it em 
heck fdr good law and find related cases. 
Now it's much s i q l e r  to * * -k &?tin cE i?eznen: s m  te!! yoou 
get E accurate view of t!x how x c h  other c m s  discuss ycyar cae. To get fnii detzik cn C:e new 
Integra%d Key Yu-hen a d  headnotes in choice ir, citaiion research. 
West CirvL!p's new Keycite " 
, fua text p v i d e  2 fast p t h  ic reizted cases. quest the iliustrzied KeyCite guide. 
citatiss resezrch service Plzs. a y  source ddiscnssing yocr ca sea i l  the 
cases in ihe National 3.29o;ft.r System, a niiiion or Visit w~w.wes$~~up.~om/~e~c~~i/ 
d Key Numbers. Sc your check oi?pubiishe:! cases, Bcuszr,& ofKRz ,anotaiiocs 
for gcod izuU goes yicke:: c d  ihjar 2d articla, and over 600 law r e v i e ~ z ~ i s  a 
~i-.ex y w  KT& a case via ~~est !ay click away h d  KeyCite is a current a Wesiiaw 
Ci>-3Oi% or t5e CVeb, yoc'li see at a g!u:ce ifyour case !t zakes a crxiai p f i  d your r~search esiec 
wa rmxed,  cvaxied c:: criticized. The fiags even 
0 ;998 Wes Group 9-$719 8/5-98 1-585-663-7 The tmdemo-ks shown wl:hm o.e u i d  mder bcense 
WEST 
GROLT 
The ~vorld of libraries is chgi f lg .  The 
line between library service and inform- 
tion access is blending, The Internet is im- 
padng greatly 2-ie way that Ebraries offcr 
tfiek services. Maxy graduate schooIs that 
traditionally graduated people from s~zl~ools 
of librarianship are changng tthek names to 
schools of infarmtion and findkg a new 
generation of ififormation speciaiists, des- 
u 
tine6 for organizations outside tradition2 
li'srzies. 1% interesting ts follow fnese 
changes by lookkg at what is happening in? 
the field of l k a y  resear.&. It is also impor- 
tant to look at these sttidies and their re- 
suks D he'!? us target our sewices in the 
years ro wme. 
Probably Cle best known rece& I2~rz-y 
research has been the It'zthad Science 
Foundation Digital Libray Initiative (DLI) 
As I was w%ing this article, a friend sent : popular b u ~ m o i d  of 1997 and late 1996 : those of us offering information services and 
me the results of a recent survey by Deloitte . to something verboten." He reports that - we had better be aware of such surveys. 
6t Touche and conducted by Yankelovicf: . the reason for this is that many people A study that librarians should be aware 
Partners. s w e y  kdicated that many of as we answer the ubiquitous question 
CEGs from the largest W. companies expect "Why do we need the library, isn't every- 
that by 2ZOC.5 they will be turning to the e abilit_v to know thing on the Internet?" is a study by NEC Inkmet rather &an newspapers for news. Research Institute that showed even the 
Yankeiovicb surveyed m r e  than 400 senior go go t @ ~ i n d  : most comprehensive sexch engines index 
executives tc predict how tf:eir work envi- no more than 40 percent of the 320 million 
ronments wuid change over the next seven easily accessible web pages. study went 
years. Q.dy haif c i  those CEOs polled said on to say that the disparity is going to grow 
titar daQ newspapers would be an impor- and t&? skill to even worse because tine number of web 
tar,t source of busi~ess news in 2005. In- pages is expected to grow 1,000 percent 
stead, t h y  expa:t to turn aostly to Internet evaluate sources of over the next few years. The ability to know infomation services (9 1 perant), corporate where to go to find valuable information 
inganets (80 percent), and e-mail (74 per- ation is going and tile skili to evaiuate sources of infor- 
cent). It .is important for us to ask what MT'J mation is going to be increasingly impor- 
librxies roles 5e in this? To read the full ar- : fo he increasing2JI : tant. We need to be advertising our s k i s  in 
tick, see h~:l/~np~\~..intemetnews.corn/lAW helping to solve this problem. 
19985031'27G4-l;ad.htx'J. Another case worth noting-a survey of 
An kteresthg study that cacan't really be : 
---...- ---- 
1,400 chief financial officers, conducted by 
classified as a research project but is worth Robert Half International (Investor's Busi- 
noting nonetbeless is titled "Push Fcund To : have decided that "the cure was worse ness DaiEy 25 Feb 98): indicates that tech- 
Be Toe Pishy" (i&w York limes Cyberllmes, - than the illness, and that instead of soh- : nology enhancement is the top area for 
15 Feb 1998). In 6 % ~  report, indusky ana- . ing the problem of information overload, . company investment in 1998. Let's make 
lyst Ross Fabin at Jupiter Communications : push technology just makes it worse." : sure that om libraries are positioned to take 
reports Clat "Push has gone from the most There is tremendous potential here for advantage of this! 8 
I our magic ... see haw fast we can make arfieles appear Say you receive a request for an article on survivai rates for four !oms c a ~ c e r  ir: the USA and if's in the Juiy issue of American 
1 ~ b ~ m d  of Pubiic i-leaith. Chances are it's on our shelves and we car: have a copy of it delivered to you immediately. 
The magic is in our 00-site ccllection cf medical seriais - over 17,000 titles 
and 350,G00 items spanning vore than 700 years - and in the frie~c'ly, personal 
response to ali recluesls. 
Our goa: is simple: to help you respond to yow parons - q~ickly and efficiently in a 
varietj ~ c : '  formats. And your frst journal article is ki Try our magic. I 
Phone: (212) 427-1630 Fax: (212) 876-6697 
email: rnlcny50rnetgate.rnetro.org or 
mlcny7@metgate.metro,org 
DOCLINE code: MLC OCLC code: VVZ 
I The Medical Library Canter of New York Special Information ... Sp scial De!?/ery.. Since 1959 I 
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M i l e  suck: matters as digitid copyigkt 
and database protection have dominated 
G k  infoi~:ation policy arena in recent 
months, activities are underway to address 
m c h  mere controversial magers around 
the globe. The United States and the 3xo-  
pean Union have been batding for months 
c v a  reciprccd privacy protection. Earlier 
this summer, governments on both sides of 
the Atlantic Ocean agee6 CLO z t m e ,  sime 
thei: disagreement threatened to harm the 
flow of electronic information between or- 
ganizations on both ccnticents. Apparently, 
the EU promised to refrain from interrapt- 
ing data 3ows under its privacy protec'lion 
dkective, which wild %It,- effect on October 
25, 1998. The i' S. will continue to wofk 
with the EU to reach ac  agreement. 
-e EU diiective, adopted in 1995, Is de- 
s i ~ e d  to prevent cc~pai?.ies that operate ii?. 
Europe from :rasmitti~g da& electronically 
9 tKid countries, includhg the U S ,  zriess 
G?ose countries prcvide 'kdequatei' privacy 
protection fcr personal infomation such as 
medical records and credit ratings. U.S of& 
cids have warned that su& 2 policy wiii 
have severe consequences for secondary 
uses of ir:forxation and may ixpede trade 
Rows. With Gl4s %&st azangement, Cqe EU 
h a  agreed to comprordse on its crigcal de- 
mand thatthe U.S. adopt a s M a r  privacy 
protection system. The EU prefers goverc- 
rnent regulatim, wYJe the U.S. favors a p:i- 
vate sector "seCreg~Iated" approad? 
Mea,m~hii.e, U.S. Vice Resident Al Gore is 
pushing for a,r 'kkctronic bill of righ:tsW as 
part of the C k a n  AdWsEra3on's effm to 
protect consumer informaticn. In partimix, 
Gore hzs d e d  for a policy that @ves - h e r &  
cans the right "tc choose whether their per- 
send k iomtion is disclosed ...to kEo'id how, 
when, m d  how mnch of that irformation is 
being used..,md see it themselves, to know 
if it is accurate." The plan would fccxs oa the many reasons why electro~ic ommerce 
canfiden'li&y of me&& records, but w~u id  in 5q;ze EE iags behi& United States, ac- 
also cover personal credii and Bnancig in- cording to the rep&. 
formation. A sumnit is in Cie JNQT~CS, and The ED deputies stressed t3e need for 
should be hosted by G?e vice preside~t* regda5cn of dig$& sigca31res 3y sezing 
minimum requirements in re3m f a  mutmi 
recognition of home country control. They 
dso  suggested that the Eurqean Centrd 
nri ine Canadian governmnt and t3e na- Bank coc1d sapexise axmgements to ;.I- 
tion's information techoicgy companies low both banks and k a n c i d  iirs'LiP~tioos to 
have reached wnsensus in favor of "light" issxe deccoxic pzyxect prod:ucts, On p:i- 
Iegisiation and voluntag industry codes for v a g  prote,";ioe: t$e &?ages advacated Lie 
regulation of eiectronic commerce. Aker a possibiliv of maickg paymen3 via the 
mee5ng of repxesenta5ves from both sides, intercet anonyxousiy. On taxes, <?ey fz- 
the goup zgreed to push for introdxtion of - vored the U.S. view of the Internet as a tar- 
IegislaEion and reg~iations, specifically in . iff-free environment U~nfortmatdy~ the &- 
such key areas as privacy acd acceptance of - a32@ of Cie ZU to &igi national taat ioc 
digied sigatures, The move .vvouid most systems may dera2 that proposa1. 
likely place Canada ahead of the wsrld in 
development of government reglation zed 
voluntary industry adion, 
The government is currentIy iyevelopicg As of this -wr:ticg, the U.S. Bureau of 
a plan with key business sectors that woaId: Labor Statis5cs (BLSJ had slipmitted i?? re- 
set criteria for government ase of certifica- visions to tke Stmdayd Occupatibnal Qm- 
'Lion and axthentication services for trans- s$cakbn Manual for zpprovd by the Glin- 
actbe security. The government's public ";oc Ad~~inisrration's Office of Management 
key infraser~cture is expected to be com- and Budget. %e revisions apparent$ take 
pieted wit5in the next year. Legislation that - into accouzt cali for a aew definition 
would protect persona! inf~rmation in tke . for "Librarian." A2provd is expected soon. 
private sector should be introduced in the Tt-x revisions wi3 then be published in 212 
fail cf 1998, and enacted by 2CCC. Wide- Fecbe,-adReg-i,~te~. 
Iines on consumer protection shosrid be re- Wer ',ize iast two years, SLA has beer: 
leased iater this yeax. working with ELS 'kg revise t5e dassifim- 
tion for "Librarians, k&vists: a d  Cura- 
E u ~ ~ p e  Urged $@ tors." During those negotiations: SL4 d e d  
Promate E-C@mme~e for a more nodern defl~itisn for :5e pr~fes- 
Depnties of the Eurqean Pariianent are sicn. When none was provided, z wilabora- 
cailing for a more ccncezed effcrl to lowe: tion of SLA members a d  staff developed: a 
track barriers so Ciat electronic commerce ne~7 definitioc, wkSe additionzdy ailing 
m y  tyomish. A policy docxment from the ' for the term "infornation professiocai" to 
European C o ~ ~ i s s i o n  stresses the urgent - replace "Iiba~im." Tke iatter proposal was 
need for reform. High refephone costs a3d rejected, ljuz the Revision Policy Con~i t tee  
fragmented tzx systems are only a few of weicomed the proposed definitio~, It was 
rban Planning 
1 . .  
urnan planing has been practiced for 
many centuries. The mins of mcient cities 
across the globe have yidded evidence of 
urban planning in such things as street lay- 
out, sewage sys:ex;,s, m d  foi-tiifrcations. The 
industrial revoltition and its effect on city 
living spa.vmed tbe modern era of urban 
planning and, in the last quarter of the 
nineteenth centmy, the field of city plan- 
ning grew into a recognizable profession. 
Urban pjaming is closely d i e d  to the disci- 
plines from which ir emerged-architecture, 
surveyin.g, engineering, economics, law, so- 
cial work, public health, and public admk- 
istration. O~igin2ly concerned with the 
physical kame-work cf an ufaa~.  area, it has 
expanded to errbrace aE social, environ- 
mental, economic, and poIgica1 issues af- 
fecting u f ~ a n  scxiety. The Internet hosts a 
number ; ~ r "  informative s e s  on this topic. 
fssues in Urban P%aaning 
Two good sites to begin gathering infx- 
mation and getting a flavor for issues in ur- 
ban plannkg are PlmnersWeb and %ub 
Urban R~zsezrch Center. PIannersVleb (http:/ 
/vm.webcorn.com/-pcjlwe1come.html) , a 
web site hosted by tile Planning Commis- 
sioners Journal (cwred below), offers a 
nuxber of planning information resources. 
For example, the Sprawl Resource Guide 
focuses on the problems and possible solu- 
tions for urban, subuf~an, and rurd 
sprawl. It contahs a I?&-text article (Ed- 
ward ?ncMahon's "Stopping Sprawl by 
Growkg Smarter") that gives an overview 
of the issue of sprawl. Links are provided to 
other full-text articles and reports on the 
web, The %kings Resource Guide is con- 
cerned with the property rights movement 
and how it affects municipal planning and 
the use of reg~lations, particularly zoning 
laws. ?=his page features 5111-text material 
covering the legal basics of "takings" in- 
cluding Supreme Court decisions, articles in 
the news, analysis, and position statements 
of various organizations. 
The Twb Urban Research Center (http:/1 
urban.np.edu) is part of the Robert F. Wag- 
ner Graduate School of miblic Service of New 
York University. The Taub center explores is- 
sues related to cities md metropolitan regions 
and publishes the results of its research. 
These reports are available in full-text at this 
by Mqymn C Cassidy. C&dy is a student in Drexel Universip's College #Iflormation 
.%ience and Winolo5y, expecthg to receive an M.S. in library and insomation science in 
December 1993. She can be reached via e-mail at: Cassadeia@aol.com. For more ifloma- 
tion on On the Met or to contribute to the column, please contact Sharyn iadner at: 1-305- 
445-1 2 2 ;  e-nzail: skdn&miami edu. 
site, and there is a search engine to locate re- 
ports and articles that F:ave been archived. 
Telecommunications Q Cities is "a set of kLks 
to Internet resources wki& examine the role 
of telecommunications in shaping cities and 
regions around the world." Links to demo- 
graphic surveys of the ifiternet rn be found 
here. There is also a to the Telecom-Cities 
Listserv with a form that makes subscribing 
easy. City Soapbox is an online discussion 
area where ymi may read messages and post 
your own. Tile new Online Conference Room 
holds scheduled debates with real time dis- 
cussions. P i s  well-designed site also in- 
cludes an o r h e  magazine, Xew York Affairs, 
and Urban iircade, a page of iighthearted 
facts and features. 
Urban planning encoqasses the eco- 
nomic and social problems of urban life. For 
research and statistic. infcrmation in these 
areas, try The t'rban Institute (t?) (http:/l 
www.urban.crg) , a nonprofit organization 
that researches social and economic prob- 
lems in the US., along with the policies and 
programs put in place to address them. This 
is a nicely designed and information-rich 
site with its own search enfie. Recent UI 
press releases, fact sheets, reports, periodi- 
cal articles, and transcripts of testimony can 
be found in the Hot Topics section. Full-text 
articles are available from current and back 
issues of a number of per:ad:cals. A high- 
light of this site is an extensive statistical 
Conbaueci, nex? page 
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on t k  Mt, from page IT "a refereed quarterly pxbiisking macwcripts avaiiaSIe only to st-irdents, staff? or fac~1t-y 
database. A mdti-year resezch project related to urban reseaxh and policy an&s/- of %e xniversi:jt Eowe-wr, this site 2oes 
called Assessing C?e New Federalism, "ana- sis of interest rc bo51 scholars and practi- contain a list of good rekecce xsdlurces 
iyzes the devol;~tion oP responsibility fcr tioners." Along with the abstracts, yon wili and bibliographies for the Bald. of urban 
social programs from the fedexai govern- - 2nd a iist of book reviews that appeared in pIanning. %e emghasis is an Canadian ma- 
xertt to the states, foesing primarily or, : recent issues. terig, but tkere are resczrces fxm t22e U.S. 
healfa w e ,  irlcome security, job training, Tl?e Berkeley Planning journd (h@:i/ and the U.K. as vieIl. Gick on the link to 
and social se~ices." The project's Sate Da- ~,w.ced.berkeley.edu/city~::Ianr:in~bpj/ is Quick Facts 5r BibIiagaphies 2nd yoiou wii  
tabase, with tables of d a b  fron the f%y a pbli.&cn of the gadcate s22dents cf the get a list of resoxces Civided into 57e foi- 
swes  and 51e District of Cohmbia, is am% University of Mfomia 2t Berkeky, Depaz- I~jving categories: guides and directories, 
able online. The MiaasofF Access database ment of City arrd Kegond Planzing. %e E- er,cyclapedias and dictionaries, biblicga- 
may be wed o&ne or dcvrnloaded to your ticles, whic5 address urban ad region$ ?hies, periodical inCexes and ahmacts, z a -  
own computer, with or withmt the software plaritkg issues in tke internation& c o m d -  jor library catdogxes, and. disse.tations. 
necessary to view it* nity, aver  a broad range of 9pics. For ex- The section c3  Internet reso~rces gves a 
ample, Vol. I t  (1995) feat;~res article on - iist of iistservs related to pianning. 
Jsurnalr with FulI-Te~t Articles ' how Lie Pimerisac miiitia movement uses I! you we ~ o o k i g  for m r e  Internet re- 
The foilowing three joarnals offer full- compxter nebvorh to bwid an '%~a@ned . sources in any area of plamiig, yox are 
iext articles. Radical Urban Theory (htQ:;p:il - n e m r k  com~ni ty ,"  an example of 2 nan- . iikely 20 fkd them r;,t Qbrndlia (http:I/ 
www.mlit.co~J) is a web only journal that : spatial form of social orgar:ization. ~~ri~~i.cybarbia.org], a site sponsored by fie 
accepts contributed articles (no pay is of- State C'niversiy of New York a; W%Q, 
fered) and descri5es itself as % coilectior, of Sch001 ~f Axl~ik&ze acd Warsing. R e  in- 
writings about the modern xSaa  condition Before World War I, the exphasis iq city , *kg ,  receatly redesiped site contahs over 
in Anerica ard the geography of cities." - planni~g was on the physical envlronr:ent- G$% iinks to Internet resources rdated to 
The assortment of articles, m&qy of them : 51e arrangement of lard and bundkgs. Doc- . i;i?e "ki i t  e~~,&oment . '~  %'fie resources a x  
focusing on California and Cie West Coast uments From the period shed light on the de- internation& in scope are g o ~ p e d  ac- 
of 5ie US., covers a wide range of topics . veiopment of xodern city plannkg, arld rep- cording to subject $1 topic. A sinpie smch  
within the zrea of urban stxdies. resent dle thinking of members of a number e ~ g k e  is provi.ded for the resource directory. 
fiannir:g Com,mMoners journd [http:j/ . sf diverse professions. Urbaq Pianning %e site !eaP~res a sectitism of lhks to Usenet 
m.webcorn.coml-pcjlwelcomeb.Mnri) is 1794-1918: h. Intemationd .k,thoiog-y cf goups, buEetk 5oards and m&ig iists, A? 
an independently owned quarteriy pubiica- ' Micles, Conferee-e Fapers: and Repcrts c$ie Soohtore, with recommended p i a -  
tior, which maintains the RannersWeb web (h~:l/vw~~.~i'i3ra~.~o,1neE~e&~/Reps/OOCSl nixg 2 ,  comec:s 6irectiy with 
site. It is d e ~ i ~ e d .  for citizen planners ;e.g., hoxepage.ht@ is a viocderfirl and vie:- hazon.com j h @ : i l m ~ . a ~ ~ o n . c ~ m ~ .  
m e ~ b e r s  of i o d  planning commissions . mahtaired resource for aqyone kterested in Now for soxethhg coxpietely differes.6 
axi zoning boards), but is also miner: to . the history and deveiopment of urban plan- take a lock at The %ads of Metro Xew Yogi 
be undersmdabIe to con-professionais. : nhg. This site contains ~ r i m a q  source ma- (http:!lmemhers.tripoddcomi-asde2641, 
The articlest which a n  be retrieved witk an - terid from the yezs  1794-1918 ipL kII-text, - This attractive site Pocuses sn  highway lore 
easy-to-use search engine, concerr: plan- along vdth some m~dern c & d  works. The . in a d  araund New MI% City. Tile essays 
ning and laird use, the work of planning mzterid, which is equivaier,t to a 660-page on act? roadway are we11 researched witk 
boards, and principles of plannisg law. book, is selected and edited by John Vii - sources cited at t k  end of each artide. Fz- 
Metropolis Or&ne (http:ll : Reps, professor enem;lr;is, Cornell Universiry, ' ticzIzly i3teres"Lig is the section on The 
w~r.metropalismag,corr;J is the web ver- who has zlso proeded headnotes for eaG? UnbuZt-planned roads that were either be- 
sion of Metropol3 magazine, a design jour- essay or a i d e .  Zle arricIes x e  isdexed by gv.n md abandoned, or never sr~-ted at aE. 
na1 frst published in 1981. Xie goal of Me- , subject, a~tiisr, 2zd date, an5 dso be : The Roads of Xew 170rlc is pzxt of %e East 
tropoiis Online is to exanhe "contemporary - searciied by keew-ord. Be sure b nad. F'ro- Coast E&vray Web ring--&er sites in %e 
life faroggh the various design disciplines . fessor Reps' hterestirlg two-page Lqtrohc- "ring" can i?e accessed from here. 
(~ch i t e~wre ,  interior design, prodxt de- tion to the antiio10g-y~ Urban plamkg is "Lid i2 wid? ail C?ie pro- 
sign, graphic design, crafts, planning, and fessions &at deal ~ 6 t h  oxr p3.ysid, social, 
preservation)." The articles alI Poas on , Additlanai W ~ S ~ U K ~ S  eanoni.~,  m d  political envirormerZ I*& 'ax- 
some aspect of tiie urban en&onment. For addit:,onal printed and eiectronir re- ders have eqmded beyond the city to en- 
sources, g~ to 5ie Urban and %@and cowass s&urbari and ma! conwdni~es. 
Pianning EIecEonlc Librag @p:/l The odds z e  goc6 that n f m  $&miP,e 2- 
The fdowing two journals offer abstracts - ~~~.iib.uwaterlco.caldisci~Iine/urban/ f a  yon md your specid $brsy, regardless 
onhe.  The Journd of Urban Affaks (hq: / l  : index.hi~J), part of the University of Wa- cf su5ject. 'Pakc a 'look at s o m  of these re- 
m..udeI.e&;r/uaa/jc'~rnal~hm~~, t%e officizl - terloo's Ekctronic Library. Some of the fez- smrces when yon have a chmce-they ar: 
journal of the Urba Affairs Association, is tures listed, such as reference service, ape gdaranked to erxick your e9viroxxenti % 

ay one 
6s Content Ma~agement he Cornerstone 
of Knowledge Management? 
As we ap;pproach t3e miliennim, knowl- 
edge management is a leading Lqerne. But 
how does knowledge maagement dSffer 
from content management? This sessicc 
addresses this distinction and focses on 
issues, challenges, and oppo$~.nities of 
content management in the context 3f both 
later~a1ly and extern&j prociwed cmtent. 
-Andy Hichuda, presidelie alid CEO> Tei& 
Resolrrces jJ~f i~0rk  C 0 i p 0 ~ ~ ~  
Strategies and Techniques far Acquirlxg 
Copzteent 
Moving $ c s  the traditional sabscrip- 
2on/pur&ase mode: used to acquire exter- 
naliy prodxed content *Lc a model invzvoivi1-g 
licensing'creating brings wi<? if, a host of 
kXormation axhitemre z.~d G k  zp$kz&m 
of those prin;i$es. S7eBd iicention is given 
to tiie des@ of orga&ion, labeikg, nav- 
cation, searffikg, a ~ d  l~dex5ng sys::ms, as 
u 
V J ~ U  as netaphcrs, paper prototpes, scenzi- 
cs, biueprkts as toois for comdnicating 
5fe desigi. 
-Peter i"Lo,wille, vice pwiden6 Arpas 
Assci~htes" 
Specia ra r i ans  
fo ademe 
by Deboran S, Grealy and Barbara A. Greenman 
The Sgecidi iimr',es Associaticn (SLA) 
has identifled a set of core persord and pro- 
fessional com~evaies for specid librarians 
~II the wer~ty-fiis~ cenfxry that "form the ba- 
sis for the continued sunival and growth of 
special librarianship in the irorrnation age" 
@LA, 1996). These competencies comprise a 
new standard for special librarians and are 
equally adaptive for other information profes- 
sionals, especially Ciose in academic settings. 
Deborah $5: Grealy b a r@erence librarian at the Unrversip @Denver's Penrose tibray. 
She is the non-tvaditional program libraridn and works closely with DU's Women 3 College 
and Univmig Cc&ge Rvgrams. She is active in the Rocky Mountain Chapter afthe Spe- 
Librznks kssoaatzon, and mgy be reached via e-mail nt: dgreub@du.edu. 
Barbara A. G~eezmm is science rgereence libranan at the Univers.i& of Colorado, Boulder. 
She may Be reached via e-nzail at: geenman@stripe.colorado.edu. 
Librarians who have interrialiied fne skill 
sets outlined in the SLA Competencies fmd 
themselves m i p l y  prepared to step into 
leadership roles in any type of library, and an 
increasing mnber of special librarians are 
making the move to academe. 
These persmal and professional compe- 
tencies can be catsgxhed broadly under 
five general hsadings: Vision, Service, Net- 
works, Professiond Growth, and Political 
Acumen. Broad categorization underscores 
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the essential commoi?a%y of p q o s e  
among informtion professiocak and effec- 
tively iilustrates those ckaracteristics that 
make specid librarians so val-mble. 
Vision is an "nnusuai competerq in 
discernment or perception; an irXe1ligert 
foresigk" (Ammkan Hen'tqe, 1375; 
WWWebstm, 1997). Many of §LA'S com- 
petencies embody vision-related attributes. 
These include a positive response to 
change, a recognition of needs for special- 
ized dienkeie, s "big pic3.m" orientation, 
and a proficiency for prioritizing and plac- 
&g with a time/energ focus. 
A positive response to chmge is an im- 
portant propefcy of vision. Special librarians 
are conditioned to see change as opportiini- 
ty and were among the first information 
professionds to outsource routine cleric$ 
Zsks, $0 provide desktol; delivery of cus- 
tomized information prodccts, and to move 
into Lie r e a h  of knowledge management. 
The Worid Wide Web has expacded access 
to information far beyond the capacity of 
any indiviciuai library, offering users gob& 
access to library catdogs and ?&text re- 
sources day or night. Special iibrarians pio- 
neered this model and are wdi-equi~ped ts  
s i d e  academic and public ins5G~tioxs 
adopting the new paradigm, 
Graspicg the needs of specialized &en- 
tele is scother impormt vision-related at- 
tribute. SpeciaI Kirarians excel k determin- 
isg what their users need, and they hwe a 
clear u~derstanding of the copra t e  bottom 
line in terns of time and budget. Special Ii- 
braries are mission-driven and dient-fo- 
cused, ~ G C ;  Qeir priorities xflect %e overall 
zissions of their parent organizations, Aca- 
demic li'xaries are 2sc  mission-driven. 
They exist to zeet  :he icformtion needs of 
a defined clientele. In aademe, the faculty 
and students who m e  a library's csilectiocs 
comprise itspprimary clientde; dl c&er us- 
ers are secocdary. A ~ d e m i c  li3rakms must 
dso prioritize issues of access and se3ice. 
Special librarians can be of vduable assis- 
tance here, assistisg in custo~:ized refer- 
ence, referral and researiii services, data- 
base training* aad colection management 
for f~ccl ty~ shdents, and researchers. 
A "big pict~re orienta',icnS c~aractei-izes 
special iibrarians, who cederstand !k t  
coctinued survival depends on hav,vieg an 
organizatiocai view of needs and priorities. 
!Vithln flat organizational context, special 
7 , .  
mrarians focus on ddivering particular 
products and sewices to pautic~iar users, on 
a cost-effective basis, and !n a zsable time- 
f r am (Apoiogies to Fanganatban). Kavicg 
a wide-angle view is par5c-dariy vaiuable 
in emerging Welds where disci$inary iines 
are blurring. The a b E y  to see dl partsaf 
iink toge&er within the ccntext of tize iarg- 
er p'lcs~re is essential. As academic disci- 
piines become iacreasingiy inte:discipiinaryT 
the need for big-$cture refcence acd re- 
search assis%cce to stzdects and faculty 
also grows (Hurd, 1992). At 5le ssrne time, 
dept?? of knowiedge-long the pslrview of 
the specid librarian-is $so r,eeCed to ea- 
sure tirneiy a d  cost-ezective access to ap- 
propriate naterids. 
Ee'Aed attentioc to p l x a k g  muld priog- 
%kg dews qecid Ebrzims tc provide 31)- 
timJ servies often ~%h'm IlBYTOiN h e -  
&mas. To ensnre approprlatexss x:d ?n&- 
cess, specid Bra%ms stay a ~ ~ n e d  to orga- 
r h t i o n d  xe&,  re-prioritizing as needs 
itacge. h ar. academic settiig, the researc11 
process requkes &mt?nsg, ranking, and fo- 
mkkg on tk essecSd. In a Ixge hs',ii;utior:- 
2 settiqg, however, the needs of the iL2dPJid1~- 
d cannct &ways 5e xet as expedi:;ousiy as 
k a specid Ebrzy setting. Even 5k h e s t  
professional vision aay be bbmted by over$ 
burwxratic or crzespor&~e serdce z a s ,  
Senrice is a muitifzcete2 competexy 
special K ~ r i a n s  that hchdes demoastra- 
tioc sf expert knowledge m d  Ecst~~ctioe, 
creation of vahe-added products and servic- 
es, inco~oratioi! of ongokg assessmest, 
acd timeliness. Academic librzians shax 
the teachizg mission of their pzent orgm- Special library experience in market as- : settings. This transferabiiily is inaeasing- 
zations, Co~xitment tc service excellence . sessment and product development is good Iy important, given the changing expecta- 
exemplifies the special iibrarian and pro- . preparation for planning i~ a market-driven tions of an increasing cornorate academy. 
vides the basis for decision-making. academic environment. In a university set- Special librarians employed in academic li- 
ExpeiX knowledge of information re- . ting, special librarians who are experienced braries have practical experience in the 
sources and the a M i 9  to evaluate and use , in meeting the demands of a corporate cli- : business wodd and can provide the leader- 
them effectively is an essential skiII for li- . entele for value-added products and servic- . ship needed for revamping outmoded ser- 
brarians.. Likrariaqs who are committed to es are uniquely qualified to assess institu- vices and prcducts. 
meeting the needs of speciai users must de- tional needs and to adapt training and ser- Service excellence requires input and 
velop in-depth knowledge of the resources . vice models t3 meet emerging needs and feedback from K~rary users and manage- 
available to tkx,  changkg technologies. ment. Special librarians were among the 
Many academic librarians are also spe- Special librarians are flexible, attuned to . first information professionals to incorpo- 
ciZ 1ibrarias, working in branch lf~rary a changing work world, and adept at tailor- rate the ideas of continuous improvement 
settings or serving the needs of a specific ing services to fit current and future needs, and total quality aanageaent into their 
clientele. Even :bse v&o work in more Users' information needs are not confined service ethic (Deming, i98Qj. Academic li- 
general settings are expected to meet the to onsite resources, or a forty-hour work ' braries are now using surveys and self- 
increasingly specialized information needs week. Use patterns, even in the corporate studies to evaluate effectiveness znd plan 
of their clier,t bsse, and they must be thor- and government sectors, have grown be- . future services. In special library settings, 
ougQy grounded in the resources that can ' yond traditional limits, and special librari- : evaluation tends to be more direct: inter- 
be used to meet those needs. ans have transformed products and services views with rrsers, fxus  groups, and direct 
Providing excelient instmction and sup- to meet changing ~ e e d s ,  using appropriate . feedback from management. Project ac- 
port for Iihary and information service us- information technclo,gy to acquire, orga- ' counting and cost-benefit analysis are also 
ers is a prereq~isite for special librarians. - nize, and disseminate customized informa- - standards of the special Iibrary environ- 
Although special librarians tend to have a tion oe demand. Wetworked desktop appli- : ment where services offered and organiza- 
full-service missicn, a opposed to tFle . cations and full-text delivery via Internet - tional benefits are correlated. While this 
"teaching ~ ~ i s s i c n "  of academics, end-user . and Intranet were spearheaded in special li- kind of accountability is not generally re- 
traini~g is essentid. braries and are transferable to academic quired in academe, academic institutions 
BROADENING THE CPI HOIRIZON ... ONE BOOK AT A TIME 
By special arrangement, the American Instit~te of Chemical Engineers can now offer 
the North American market more than 50 English Language titles from DECHEMA 
-one of Europe's most distinguished technical societies. 
Risk-Based Standards for Arsenic, Lead, and Cadmium in Urban Soil 
Realistic anproaches for setting limits for metals coctaixination in sludge-exposed urban soils. 
199: Pub K-19 130 pp ISBN 0-926959-53-0 $1 5 
Biodeteriora-tion and Biodegradation 
Best methods for monitoring, controlhng, and preventmg a problem that costs the process industries 
biliions of dollars every year. 
1996 PnS K-58 786pp ISBN 3-537-102227-2 $145 
Note thzt these books are avGlabIe tiz-ongh .&ChE to North American customers only. 
Ai! others zust pwhase the bobos dixec;ly from DECHEMA. 
/ To order any of these titles, or to get a copy of the 1998 AIChE Publications Catalog, 
i which contains a complete list ofall  available DECHEMA titles, call 1-800-242-4363. 
I 
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could benefit by the effective use of forma- 
tive evaluation and instmctionzl oxtcoms, 
In an academic seEhgg, use statistics, f a c e  
needs assessments, and sP~dent evak~ations 
shodd be routineiy solicited and evaluated 
to ensure continuousiy imprevkg sefice, 
'Ilmely retrieval and deiivery is key to 
any successful infornation transaction. Spe- 
cial l?orarians often operate in the private 
sector, in tke red world m red time. %ere 
can be a discrepancy between hdusiy  'Lime 
and academic time. A market-&ven orienta- 
tion to coilecticns and services. long a h d -  
mark of the special librarian, is an Lrcreas- 
ingly vduaHe attribute in academe. 
in a university setting, special iibrari- 
ans-who are adept at mee5ng de- 
mands of corporate or research clientele for 
value-added products and services in a 
timely mancer-are unicpeiy quaiified 'rc 
assess the instructional aeeds of an acz- 
demic library, tc determine 2s b~dgetary 
can &so be important for academic llibrari- 2arsactisnd comxmication s k i s  cm en- 
ans, as their dienteie increasingly partic:- hance the performance ~f $2 as access to k -  
pate in collaborative, interdisciplinary grant famation prdiferates, and informatim ne- 
writing and curriculum deveiopnen'l. gotkticns become increasingly coapIim%d. 
Partnerships have losg been the norms PzrtEpation 5 profession2 a~s&~ations 
in industrgs and for speciai Ii'srarians s c i i  is an important aveme for kformzioc shar- 
partnerships are " ~ 5 e  only way to do busi- ing mongK~r;trians. Assw&tions are instx- 
ness." Tize explosion of Iiterature in the am- mental in prcmotkg ne%7oriihg, offefsg 
demic disciplines receives m ~ c h  of its Lqe- continuhg edccztiotn courses? znd pro.\i:dkg 
anas from technologkc g a ~ h ,  especiaily in a mEective voice fcr trfomation profession- 
academic azd .,dnformatioc teiinologies. R e  &. Spec28 iibrarim a x  to look for 
voime of eaditiond and non-tradgiond partnerskips and d iancs .  Much of the idor- 
publishing, along w~th the steady emergence ;??.ation nquked %om special coLlections a n -  
of new and overiappiig reaims of study, ~ 5 %  of technird repogs, g a y  Ptrature, pre- 
consthtes a ch&enge for the best-endwed prim, z d  ather materrids that are not ceces- 
instit~tioxl Ekaries. A special lkarian szriiy issued 5y conventiond pubijshing 
with ind.~stry knovliiedge! famiiiar with n ~ n -  huses.  T i h e   ater rids are cot easiiy located 
amdernic technicai literahire and with other in traditional Fkdiig t ~ d s .  To sxccessfdy 
exFe5s in t5e fieid, can obtak and proiiide me&? the maze of %&iiie k i l n i d  Iitera- 
infoma'lion :esources to support ongoing re- ?m, specid lir~rxrias tend to form a3mces 
search. In pragmatic terms, a librarian wkh a and networks, often under the aus$ces of 
j u s t - M i x ,  collaborative orientation, comes profession$ mociatiocs, to expzd CT& 
bottom line, and to adapt eaining and ser- readiry equipped with a vd~ab le  network of knsviledge of a d  access to such resoxces. 
vice models to meet its changing needs us- resurces and contacts. Xxy $50 tend to cse others infomdy as re- 
ing emerging techndogies, in %day's on- Special lrbrarians use prsona!, and pro- source specilists, bound by Clek Code of 
demasd environnent, a service orientation fessional networks to broaden access to Ethics (MA., 1995), witbout iiidating 62e 
and a nos-traditional aaproach to designing information for their users. By tke same coxffdentidity ofti& empkyers. 
and providing service can benefk an am- ';oken, the37 also expand Lieir own knowl- 
demic instiP~tioa that Bnds itself umble to edge base. Arrangemenrs of tkis kind are 
maintain the burden of its awn poiicies, no"Lew to acaderdc librarians, b : ~ t  the 
programs, and procedures. In such an envi- number of partnerships has increased dra- 
ronment. perhaps the acadernic ii'irarian maticaily In recent years. Coilaboration, 
shod% adopt a special librarian's service shanng, and team-building are capidly be- 
onentation. A specid library focus can ic- commg the ~ Y I E  racier than the excep- Oc~goLzg professiond gowtb is pxQ.c~lar- 
troduce new direction and a transfusion of tion, and specla1 iiibrarians h w e  z locg- ly necessary 3  librarians ship. Sowhere is the 
life-giving energy to weriy bureaucratic or- smnding philosophicai conrr;.itment to nee2 for cri'lic3i th~4.~1,2g skills and lifelong 
ganizatiom, kelping to re-invent the rradi- sharing, dong wiCl ~racticai experience Iemmg more cmid.  All iibrarians shxe a 
- - 
tional zcademic approach to librarianship and already established netwo2h. c o r = o ~  cord~Am~ent to th2s argaiza2ons, 
(Osborne, 1932). miie effective comm~nicztion is impcr- coZeagies, czentcjie, and to :hemselves @ 
tact to 41 prcfessionais, f~ Iibradans it is graw professicnaCy, Specid Bbrxians t;m icl 
absoictely ai',iial far successful interaction aeir  coBezg~es and prcfessionzl zsjociations 
WZ? users. Commnica',ion means listen- for the scppcpcrt needed 9 meet Lqe chan@g 
ing, articulating, and Shinking criticalIji. irfornztion ceeds h. z wo<lplaces trans- 
Nemorking, a coapetenq exempiiBed From the specid librarian's perspective, ail formed d a !  by technob@cai possibeies. 
by special librarians, requires collabora- com~unication must be tixely and foased, Profession& deve';opc~er?.t m d  kmwledge e2- 
tion, commanication, and participation. because time is rnocey. Strong interpersonal hancexer,"L are necessqy s;rMvd ski%. 
Coileagues and contacts outside the srga- skils, cmbined. with depth of subject Lifelong leaning is an essentid person4 
nization comprise an invisible network kno~~kdge ,  are a'Lfribu:es that a l l o ~ ~  for the ccmpetency for special iibrarians. In aca- 
and provide support. External networking . effec5ve, efficient ~xchange of infomation. deme, resexch 3rd kxowiedge deveiopmen: 
It's becoming easier to travel through the world of information. 
EBSCO Onlinem, the newest service from EBSCO Subscription Services, will soon be 
available. This powerful service gives you streamlined access to Web-based electronic 
journals from many different disciplines. 
Plus, ycau get our traditional personalized customer service and specialized usage reports 
by journal, publisher, article or user. And since all your print and electronic subscription 
needs can be handled by one company, your little corner of the world will become a 
calmer place to be. 
EBSCO Online. Your passport to a world of information. 
A11 the subscription formats you need and want 
from a name you already know and trust. 
SUSSCRIPTfON SERVICES 
(265) 991-6600 . Fax (205) 995-1636 . h";p:l/www.ebsco.com 
P.O. Box 1943 . Birmingham: AL 352Q1-1943 
A part ojihe EBSCO 
infirmafion Services group. 
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are the raison d'etre. Special iibrxians 
share a commitment to learning and ink:- 
nalize the intrinsic values to be gained both 
personally and professionally through on- 
gokg knowledge attakment, Fnrthermore, 
t3ey are committed to providing excellent 
service and stzte-of-:he-ag technoiogi~l 
expertise, ad they can be effective change 
agents in an academic setting where iibrar- 
ies strd&e to implement more user-fo- 
critic& response to informtion needs, how- 
ever, timing and ievei of response to user 
requests in special library. settings tends CLQ 
be project-bas& and driven by the needs of 
the larger organkation, ratker than by an 
academic hierarchy. 3y. assigning equal val- 
ue to all interactions, librarians can provide 
academic resources and sewices that are 
zquitaXe, and provide equal m e s s  to d1 
mexbers of the university com~ucity+ 
w e d  technological so':utions. Cambridce MA: Massachusetts institute of u 
Technology: 1989. 
Ifaxis, Rcma M. "Eibiiogaphic InsZmc- 
In tire face of budgecay cncertainty, 'Lion: The s e w s  of Academic, Specid, and 
critical and. non-traditionai thinking, 3%- Pnbiic Librarians." C d E  53 (3) (May 
long learning, and access to professicnai 1992): 249-256. 
networks are increasingly cmcizl to the ac- Hnrd., :die M. "TTe &?are of University 
Today, ecommic presscres are driving adexinic iibrarian. Academic libraries face aE Science a ~ d  Tec5noIogy Zibrxies: InpZica- 
university tyibraries to adopt strztegies sdQm increasingly market-driven emironmeat tions of Increzsiag Interdiscipkarity. Sa'- 
before seen ix academic settings. The ir,c;.eas- . and are movizg into an kcreasingiy corpo- e m  & Technology Eibmn'es 13 (Fali 
hg!y corporate mime of today's higher edu- . rate cnkre.  Kere, librarians n%o a n  1992): f 3-32. 
cation reqnires traking azd s k i  sets not 3a- schooled in organizational comm-mication G%bs: Beth Liebman. "Subject Specid- 
ditiondy associated with acade~dc librxkms, and skilled in strategic assessment and ization in the Scientific Special Likary." 
md university sez& armittees are ir;,,cm.s- cost-benefit analysis can serve as effective SpedkILihra,ies 84 (Winter f 993): 1-8. 
L@y receptive to ap$d~c?.?_tions from tire spe- change agents in orgmizatiocs burdened Norbie, Dor321y.." Tile Electronic Lijrary 
cial libray sector, whose members excel in by o:~tdated policies and procedures. Emerges st US West." $xrkzi Libraries 85 
bottom econmdcs: cost benest analysis, "Special Iibrariacs recognize %e ex- . (1) {FaZ 1994): 274-275. 
and change managemer?t. panding nabre of the challenges that face Ojala, Marydee. "Gore Competencies of 
Became corporaticas do not share a them in the information age a.nd the r&qge Special i i b r ~ i z n s  of the Future." Special 
university's obligzrioc to buZd collections of ccmpetencies that are reqnired to meet Librn~ks 84(4) (Fa2 1993): 230-234. 
for posterity, they can afford 'Lo be selective them" (%A, 1996). Through vision, ser- Osborne, D a ~ d  E, ReinvenOhg Govern- 
and more short-term oriented than academ- vice, nezworks, professional go~vti-i, and ment: H w  f i e  &&epreneund Spi& IS 
ic institutions. Special iibrariscs in c o p r a -  political acunen, they can transcend liniited Panghmiig rhe Plbb6ic Sector. Reading 
tions are dosely tied to their parent organi- staff and resources and provide quality re- ?llh: Addison-Wesley, 1992, 
zations and m s t  anticipate maket and ' sources and service. In an era characterized 8emeiiiis, Lois A 'X~nwledge Manage- 
budgef;try trends. Pniadenic librarians are by diminished buying power and % expio- ment-Roles for I~foraation Profession- 
obligated to build coIiections for fmxe gen- sion of infcmatkn technology, t k s e  q n d -  &." Blisiness m d  Bhance Division Bulk- 
eratiom, 53t they must also ensure that ties are invaluable to 52e libraries and infor- fih 101 (Wiater :996): 41-43. 
these collections are dynamic and trsefui. mation s e ~ i c e s  of the changing acadenny. Secial Libraries Association. Compe- 
This is where 59e skills of 5le special lhrar- tenciesycr Special Librmims QS fh"ize1st 
lan can be particrrlariy vahble .  Cenoqy. Executive Summaw. VJashington, 
Special fibrarians are effective team DC: 1996. (Prepared for the SLA Eoasd of 
players who vdue the knowledge and American library Association. Code gf Directors by eke Special Comxittee on 
strengths of their co-workers and coi- Ethics. Chiagc: 1995. (Adopted by the Competencies fcr Specid Libradans. 
leases ,  regardless of r a ~ k  or department. ALA CoucciT? 28 June '1995.) joanne Marshail, clrzir) 83 
Special librarians rely on intelligence from 
other units, working within 5kir organiza- 
tions to foster environmects of mutlta! re- 
spect and trust. They also rely on the exper- 
tise of cokagues in other organizations 
acd have developed personal scd profes- 
sional networks to beger meet tk~e informa- 
thn  needs of 5qek own inmediate clientele. 
In amdeme, levels of service are often 
tied to awdemic  stat:^^ or rank. 13 terms of 
-@A member of rhc Xeed 3Isevier pic g r q  
www.8exis-nexk.com 
j l  
LEXiS acd NEXlS are regis?ered tnde~arks  and the INFORMATION AWAY Yogo IS a rrademark of Reed Elsevier Propertes lnc , used under Ihcanse. 0 t998 LEXiS-NEXIS, a dirsion of Reed E:sewe; lnc A:l nghts resenad. 
You are your organizarion's undisp~ted  for- 
mation management expei":,Yox information 
is specific to  your industry; unique t o  your 
company - it's extensive, and sored in ,many 
differen: foms. We know that Inmagic's been 
leading the iield for almost 20 years; gcowlng, 
adapting t o  meet your changing needs.T~at's 
why we developed a state-of-the-art system 
to  absorb all of your inforrration with 
unprecedented speed and ease of use. And 
now, lnmagic presents D B i r e ~  WebPubiisher 
- a program that lets  yo^ instantly 7iount 
your DB/TextWorl<s databases, on-line cata- 
logs, research reports, and image arc5ives. etc. 
on your lntranet o -  the Internet. 
That's right. S o  CGI programmi~g. N o  PERL 
pmgramrring. Impressed? There's more. 
D K e x q  V/sbPubIishe: is based on open starl- 
dards, runs on :KT servers, and w o r k  with any 
standard Hii? server - making DEnext 
WebPublisher a preferred choice amoFg MIS 
managers as weli, it's never been simp:ev to  
pilbiish yodr critical information on the WE3. 
Trust :he # I provider of flexibie, ready-to- 
use automation soldons for special libraries 
and corporae information centers t o  help 
you move yodr company t o  the new WEB 
environmenr. i e t  us snow you how easiiy 
DB/TextWorl<s arld DBlrext 'Vv'ebPubiisher let 
you harness the collective Iknowiedge within 
your compayy and waximize Irs power 
by bringing ~t t o  every desldop enterpr:se- 
wide, o r  world-wide. V'sit our website 
(vw.in.magic.com) anc view live on-line 
bi3liographic databases, text and image direc- 
tories, resea-ch knowledgebases and others 
mounted with DBKext WebPublisher: 
800 West Cuxnings Park 
Woburn,  MA 0 '80 I
(78 i )  938-4442 
=AX: (78 I) 938-6393 
h a i l  sales@inmagic,com 
Professionai deveiopment and commit- 
ment to ahaccing their association were 
on the mmds of tile more than 5,500 infor- 
mation professionals that came from 
around the woid to Indianapolis, Indisna, 
Jme 6-11, 1,998, to participate in the Spe- 
crd Libraries Association's 89th An~ual 
Conferexe, "'Leadership, Excellence, Per- 
formance. Infor matlor, Professionals in the 
Driver's SeaL " 
SLA's Cfiird a n r d  Rbbon Cutting Cere- 
xony opened Lye doors to a very exciting 
ex3ibit show--the largest show ever! With 
over 533 bo~ths  ?onsored by approximate- 
iy 400 compacies, the exhibit hall was filled 
with the newest. teehnoI~es ,  products, and 
services to help speciai librarians be more ef- 
fecttve and proficient irr Cieir jobs. 
Dr. Stj;r~Iey Davis, tkis year's conference 
keynote speaker, spoke to a packed house 
a3out h3w he believes information profes- 
si~nais wril play an expanded role in in- 
creasi~s Me value of knowledge based 
business, A~other higldight was the annual 
Presidert's Reception hcsted by Judith 7. 
Field which drew over 174 attendees. %e 
x m e y  raised from the event will go toward 
educational opportunities 8t Global 2000. 
M e n  not k s y  attendikg the many pro- 
grams and sessions at the conference, attend- 
ees kok adv~cntagc of the excitihg field trips 
offered iz and m u x i  Imc;ianapolis. Groups 
visited such ?laces a the Indianapo% 500 
Motor Speedway. Bi Lay 6r ampany, Mom- 
xent C d e ,  and Cie Indiazapolis Zoo. 
hegwaZe %&&ess 
The Genera Session address was deliv- 
ered by Dr. Sariley Davis, noted author, 
board addressed several key issue ranging 
from election slates to the co~ference loca- 
tion in 2001. The following items were ad- 
dressed at the June 5-6 meeting. 
The board accepted the Tellers Commit- 
tee Report on t5e results of the 1998 spring 
election, declared the elections closed, and 
approved the slate of officers for the 1998 
spring election. The new members of the 
1998/99 beard are: President-Elect Susan 
DiMattia; Chapter Cabket-Chair-Elect 
Sandy Spadock; Division Cabinet Chair- 
Elect Joan Gervino; Director Sandy Moltz; 
and Director Wilda B. Newman. 
The board approved the siate of officers 
for the 1999 spring elections. The candi- 
dates are as follows: for President-Elect, 
Donna Scheeder and Barbara Semonche; for 
I Division Cabinet Chair-Elect, Ellen Mim- naugh and Doris SmaU HeIfer; for chapter - Cabinet Chair-Elect, Paige Andrew and Jua- 
Cr. S&r:iey Davis spe8.k to a packed house at nita Richardson: for Director, Karen Hollo- 
the General Session. way, Sylvia James, Mary G. Moon, G. Lynn 
'Ensley. Furt5er information will be avail- 
consuitant, public speaker, and educator. able about the new candidates in the De- 
Davis spoke to a pcked house when he cember issue oflnfomatian Outlook. 
gave his speech on Monday, June 8. His The board accepted the Research Corn- 
speech, "Driving Profit from Knowledge" mittee's recomqendation to award Dr. An- 
explored ways information professionals drew Dillon the 1998 Steven 1. GoICspieI 
car, increase their businesses' value by Memorial Research Grant was approved. 
xaking it knowledge based Dillon's project 4s "Understanding Csers in 
The videoqe of his speech is available Digital Environments: A Longitudinal Study 
from SationaI Au&o Video Transcripts by of Genre Influences in Inforrnation Work." 
calririg 1-800-373-2952 or 1-303-292-2952. The board also approved the document 
presented by the Government Relations 
Hfgfsiiqhts nF Xhe Committee regarding Enhanced Database 
Baa& Meet lnqs Protection itp,sohtion. 
h t  the SLA annual Board of Directors Several roztine financial issues received 
meeting June 5-6. in Indianapolis, the by the Finance Committee were approved as 
Xre exhib  haE was ?Zed 71dh Cqe 1z:est ~P:C&JC'E and services i~portml:  'Lo infccmaCon 
presented to the board ranging from bud- 
getary requests to discussion cf nev7 mem- 
ber's d-~es renewal date. 
The board approved numerous revisions 
to current committee charges and coirposi- 
tions whici? were presented by Committee 
on Committees, 
The board approved Miami Beach, FL, as 
the site of the 98th Annu& Conference of 
the Specid; Librxies Association, June 9- 
14, 2909. 
The new SLA Board of Directors hed 
their first meeting Thursday, 7une l i. Ti?e 
agenda items ranged from 1998 Post Acnu- 
al Conkrence Report to discrrssions of 
Schedule for Revising Committee Charges. 
The 1998199 Board of Directors w% hold 
their f I I  meeting October 22-24, 4998, at 
ti?e association office in Washiegon. DC. 
d,.xhSQi$.c~r%#5jipasa%~r% 
Attendees in Indianagoiis met on Sun- 
day. june 7 to attend §LA'S RTIbon Cuttikg 
Ceremocy. The ceremony provided S-LA 
members with a12 opportmity to ne?mC% 
with S M  President Judy Field acd SLA Ex- 
ecutive Director David R. Becder, This y e z  
was the largest exhibit ever with 535 booths 
sponsored by approximateiy 409 companies, 
There were Cqxe exhibit hails, each averag- 
ing 41,000 sqzare feet, filled wieiz the iat- 
est technologies, products, and services to 
help attendees become more effective and 
proficient in their jobs. As in the past, an- 
nuai conferem spocsorship played an in- 
tegral part in conference, 
Xie s p s o r s  who generously s-blpported 
conference ac5vities a x :  
LEXIS-NEXS-sponsor of the internet 
roo-x 
Chemicai Abstracts Sexice-provided 
conference tote bags 
Silverkhtter Information-sponsorcd the 
Ribbon Cuttir,c cewexony 
%omson Financial Services vdtch In- 
dudes American Bankecer; The Investext 
Grorrp; CDA Spedxm and Securities 
Da% Company-provi6ed the registra- 
tion sponsorshp. 
Disclosure-sponsored the SLA "Guide 
to Exhibitsv' 
h e r i c z n  Society of Mechanic& En@- 
~eers-sponsored an e&.iXt hall re- 
freshment break 
Elsevie: Science-sponsored an exhibit 
h d  refreshent break 
Moody's Financial Information Servic- 
es-spocsored an exhibit 5211 refresh- 
ment break 
West Grocp-sponsored the Exropean 
Corrmission Luncheon 
SFVETS Subscription Service-sponsored 
the Library School HIUrA Remion 
Teiesec/COKESTAFF Library Se,m!ces- 
spocsored the Employxent Qearing- 
nouse 
C. BergE and Company-sgocsored the 
Career Advisory Sewice 
OneSource Information Services, 1nc.- 
spnsored the CEU Techcoicgy 3ack 
Securities Data. Co,-sponsored the CEU 
Ficance ?ack 
Bwne 6r Company-sponsored the CEU 
Library Mznagenent ?a& 
Practising Law institute-sponssred the 
President's-Sect% Reception r"c: SZL- 
dects 
NEMC-sponsored 5ze Preside~t's Re- 
ception 
Ins&&x f c ~  Scienti3c 1n~orrnztior~- 
sponsored the 1999 Program 3annlng 
Session 
Ccacira Associates-spoesore6 the Pro- 
gram PIznners Office 
K2SPlY~rpin-spoesoied the SLA S&ff 
Office 
CISTZ-spcnsored the Exhibitor's Open- 
ing Reception 
Information Bmeasicns-sponsored C?e 
Ex%bitor's Cpenicg Reception 
NZes Sokware, Inc.-s~onsoxed the Ex- 
hibitor's Opning Re~eption 
S c r e a ~  van Cijk-sponsored the Edcibi- 
tor's Opening Reception 
GnmiinE Buslrnes% %Mee"r;;~xg.g 
The annual iljusicess meeting CLOok piace 
Wednesday, jnae 16. The agenda ixluded 
reprts  from t%e association's leadership, 
officiai intro5uctions cf %e new Board sf 
Dkractors, a ~ d  recognition sl-" tiie 6 998 SLA 
Fe2ows, and the recipients of the Innova- 
-,ion in Technoiog L4v~xd, the P'libk Kek- 
tiens Awaud. Media Award, Interaatio~ai 
Special Librarizns Day {:ISZD) Award, DOW 
Jones Leadersh:? k#3rd, the Diversity 
Leadership Developsent &ward, as weii as 
SLA S&?alarsrships and tFx AErnative Ac- 
tion Schoixsrship, 
Newly eiectec SLA officers Lxlude: Resi- 
dent-Bect SLrssn DjMsZia, ~ditor, Cahners 
Bbiishicg Co, New York, i\iY; C3qter Gabi- 
net Chair-Zec? Sazndy Spurlock, xanager of 
iibrary sewices. Lovelace Respiraky Re- 
sez& i?ns'L?&. -4lbcque;qae, KY: Division 
C&iiei Chk-Elect joax Gew30, director, 
ihBA/BMh Cextei for Backkg Infamation, 
_4nerim Ba~xers Association, Washmgton. 
Dr,; Director Smdy Moltz, snpel7aiscr, GE 
Aircraft Engkes Ted?ni& information Cen- 
te:. Lynn, MA; Diredor Viiidz E. S e w ~ a a ,  
information resources manager, Admiais- own vision for ihe 5ture g~owth of our pro- chairs and members, This accounts for over 
trztive Services Department, John Hopkins fession using our expertise and allowing in- seven percent of our membership every 
- 7 
sniversity, Aplied Physics Laboratory, . novation to lead the way. The Board of Di- . year, who zre supporting SLA in these vari- 
Laurel, .MD. rectors recently approved a new Vision ous leadership roles. does not account 
Assumi~g new positions on the board . Statement and a new Strategic Plan to lead for those rnembex who do a presentation 
for 1998-1999 are Past-President Judith J. us into the twenq-fist century. Both of : for a meeting or who write an article for one 
Field; President E. Susan Hayes; Chapter these documents can be found in your 1997- . of the various publications. Congratulations 
Cabinet Chair Anne K. Abate; Division Cabi- 98 copy of the Who's Who. The board has ' to all of these leaders and to those future 
net Chair Richard P. Hulser. now started reviewing our current gover- - leaders who are here todzy. It is you who 
Continuicg to serve on the SLA Board of name documents that include our bylaws, will provide the vision and impetus to assist 
Directors are Stephen Abram, Richard E. current policies, arid procedures. Many of us as a profession to prosper in the twenty- 
Wallace, Cycthia V. Hili, Monica Ertel, and these reflect current nonprofit association - first century. 
Sharyn Ladner. governance practices that were in effect in 
: We 1960's and 1970's. Our intent is to de- - aur  
$:$$A $ ..> < .$ r.. 4. 
.: ! ..,... :.$ ....., S, velop a more flexible strucixre that is worthy Last June, I said that we were at the crest 
of a sccessful twenty-first century nonprofit , of an new profession& renaissance. My 
Yisun, Irlnavatian a d  Exaertls~ association. The result should be a more 
Qur R~m'f f ; -~r lc~ f~ntlhue5 
These cc~cepts can serve as benchmarks 
for wha~ 5ie association and you, our mem- 
bers, hz.ve accmy~lished and what we are 
pianning on stdl achieving. Many experts 
hwe labekd 19% as the watershed year for 
tire new miflennmnl since most of our organi- 
zations have dready s i ~ e d  off on their 
goals, oljjectives, and. budgets for the years 
2000 and 20C1. So you m say that if you 
are a coprate plzmer, the new millennium 
h a  akeady &ied. For sorne of us, we are 
w~nying about the Y2K effect, the DlDK im- 
pact, and/or i~ow tile Euro will economidy 
impact LS. h alternative to worrying about 
these items is to spend time anticipating an 
asteroid destroykg tiie world. The media has 
been of great assistance in these matters by 
flexible structure to meet the changing needs 
of our members. This is being very carefully 
done and will involve aU of SLA' s constim- 
en% before a new governance structure is 
proposed for adoption by the membership. 
This past year, we adopted a new com- 
preherrsive mu1t:year financial plan that in- 
cludes a dues increase f o ~  the members. 
Part of this increase will be used to contin- 
ue funding new member services that were 
developed with s%S-up funds provided by 
several of our major vendors. The end re- 
sult has seen the emergence of a virtual as- 
sociation that is better designed to serve the 
increasingly complex needs of our members 
which has been shfivcased by our award 
winning web page. To continue our forward 
 arch into the twenty-first century, more 
proposing vario~s cenarios for each of these funds must be made available to develop 
events. The tezhnophobics are relishing in additional member senices that you are de- 
their predicticns about how a market being mandiag. We ako need to be cognizant of 
&ven LT part 3y technology stocks may the fact that several of our premier vendors 
crash when the Dmv jmes average fiits have merged and it is anticipated that this 
10,000, others z e  planning doomsday par- will result in a net decrease in dollars for 
ties t r~  "ceIebrate the comp'ater crashes that sponsorships for SLA activities and in a re- 
will ocmr at rddnigfit January 1, 2W0, and duction in the exhibjt space they request. 
o5iers are speculatL~g on how the adoption of We are also finding that our programs are 
the Ehro w3 ecoccmidy impact the world's costing more to mount because of the tech- 
money markets. I do no1 pIar: on using my nical needs of more of our presenters. To 
time this momzg to hypotiiesize further on successfu1Iy meet these challenges and to 
tine ramiScaticrrs of a y  of these doomsday fulfill our comdrmen-, to give you an Asso- 
scenarios since I feel a better focus for fnis ciation ~ Excellznce, we need you to en- 
speech is on Be cmti~ued re~aissance of our dorse the dues incease when you receive 
profession and our association. the b d o t  in August. 
As members, most of you have already 
am- Asseriatiar8 shown your commitnent to this association 
SLA has Seen prepariag for the arrivd by serving as association, chapter, and divi- 
of the new xillennium by building on our sion officers and serving as committee 
Harold Regaa, president cf the H.W. \%Ison 
Company, accepts the Presidents Circle Award. 
reading of tke business literature since then 
has seen an increase in the use of the "K" 
word hcluding such term as kzowledge 
workers, knowledge tools, knowledge pro- 
grams, and knowledge processes. We have 
seen the birth of the corporate title "CKO" 
(Chief Knowledge Officer) and the creation 
at UC Berkeley of the Xerox Distinguished 
Professor of Knowledge. We have CEO's who 
want to instkutionalize tkke mznagement of 
information, seeing this as the way to gain 
the ultimate competitive advantage. This 
new networked economy or "Digital Age of 
Reason" has impacted the culture of our or- 
ganizations and the way work is done. It has 
successfully destroyed both geographic and 
time barriers. The result has been growing 
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pressure for increased productivity a ~ 2  more decision-making be- Team macagement which may evolve k to  a new mceej- cded FJ- 
ing done in "real-time." This new cclimate has increased the need sion leadership is being t.sed as %e sQndzd organization rnodel. 
for rapid deiiveny oficutocmized, actionable in f~waden  products at Whst many have found disconcerting is that teams x e  formed 20 
a ~dnute '  s notice. As kcowledge managers, we ceed to be recog- aciiieve s?eci% tasks arid ?iSbaded when the a s k  is compkad. 
nized as 5ie developer and p:cvidez of these actionable infomation 
products. We need to be perceived as the "Masters of the Informa- 
tion fCnowiedge Universe" where we partner with others to facilittte 
our corporation Iearning curve in what is becoming an haeasingly 
compiex virkial working environment. 
A 1997 survey by the American .Management Association says 
that 53 percent of exemtives mi managers spent u? to four h o w  a 
week on the Internet and $his have ~ i~ i f i can t ly  increased by the 
end of 1998. E-ma2 is no longer Lie com~anicatior, vehide for iower 
management and a broadast medim for uyper managemect. but is 
now being used r e ~ l ~ ~ y  by such CEO's as jack Welch to acknowl- 
edge contributions by individrad empisyees or to ersocaliy respond 
to a question. The ccnFort level has been exyanding rapiGy lnrough- 
out the nmagement r ank  md  has achieved respectability for xany 
in conducting btrshess. 3ur chaiienge is to provide contirxi~g quaii- 
ty personal information services to C2e increasing nunber of clients 
who z e  in remote sites and whose culture may scggest different 
methods of seeMng information. We need to detex&e if they z e  
get3n.g the information they Eeed to n&e decisions-+ we3 page 
wiE no locger be enotigh. Zk infomation senfces we make s.va3- 
able must be seen as a tangibie service Mat is b e i x  constantly ms- 
tomized for them-a senvice that sea~dessiy k k s  both intern2 m d  
Top row from left 'io rigkt, Sylvia Rggott, Ricirxd ' i ~ ~ ~ e ,  Msnica 
Me;, Richard Hdser, Skgn Ladcez Cjnt:?ia HZ, "ter Moor:. 
Boxom row Llircx :eft to ~ g h t  Rebecca Va:gh2, juiia Pe;e:son! Bmce 
'&bj$, L. $ s n  -qes7 J&fi J Fi&d, Stqhen p&m7 z;2 k~qe h a % ,  
externd resources and is avaiiable to them at a mament's rxLLiCe. Then they find themsehes assiged to a new tea,%. This new &mate 
of constant chmge-md in some pe~ple's a dimate of c2a0s- 
~Abington Publishers *Arnold *ALPS$ 
*Beech Tree "Brasseys *The British Library 
+British Psychological Society *Current Science Inc 
i(P Publishing *Hiverpooi University Press 
*Maraey f ubfiskers * Pageant Publishing 
*Royal Anthropsiogicai institute 
*Royal Society of Chemistry 
*Society of Chemicai industry *Tmrpion 
~Whurr Publishers *Woodhead Publishers 
creates a new oppTmity for us. This srgandzatiorxd =odd mecis 
reiia5le and accessibie irfomation in order for then to conpieie 
their assigr,mei%s. 73:s makes it even more iqeralive that we dig 
ourseves with saior nmagexer~t so key  be made aware of the 
cornpiexities of crezficg an6 zain&ining a qz&iq knowiedge systex 
and that this aids t5em in maintaining their ccm@itive a.di7anage. 
m' 
: nis cew nore demanding business em.3ircnment requires more 
employees, accord~g to Iack Welch, wkc can be seen as "'E i;o the 
FcuZh kower" ~eopie. These are people vho  have e:~ormoas per- 
sonal energ, v&o can motivate and energize others, i , v k  are ic- 
stinctively cmpecitive, who have visiont,, and the sitills 1s szccess- 
hIiy execute aE of these attri'htes. These 2eopie need infsrmatkn 
to be success%! They will serve as inspirztion for ns as we fine 
tune our competencies as kz~ovkdge managers zand can aexit the 
label of 'Z to the "urtl: Power." 
Let me retux briefly 'Lg the title of my speech: 
Visiozr..,Wo more pwy visions! 
Innovation ..Learn to operate outside of you: ccmfort level: 
Expertise. ..CreaWdy market and $61 your competencies! 
Let aii cof GS actively VIE for 2Z Ci?e oyporZmities that &is new 
i9formation k t w e  affcrds us! Let us be recog~ized as one of tkose 
Infcm;,afion Prsfession&s VJII~  are in the Driver's Seat! 
CreaCm5 of t h ~  b7f~rrnaf;bn FLG%W 
&ten Tag! Bon Jowi Eaenos DBs! XeHoi Welcome to & sf you, 
the creators of t k  idormation future. Ninety 
years ago, the visionaries who selected the 
Special Libraries Association motto, "Putting 
Knowledge To 'd~Jorii,"m cculd hardly have 
gdessed how knowledge would become the 
core of 0131~ focus at the end of the century. 
My very &st job LI a libray nearly t h i i  
yexs ago WES $ the building where the 
Internet was being bvented irl the basement 
just below my feet. In my wildest teenaged 
dreaming back fzen, I couldn't have predicted 
the worid totlaj7~ Even at the S U  annual 
meeting in 1990 at &e be@:ning of this de- 
cade, w'ken we did guess that information 
would become the center of business and so- 
ciety, we caul2 hardy have ,e;uessed what our 
too hxd  tc predict the h r e  let's just contin- 
ue to create it zs we go. A traditional inaugu- Our diversity of points of view from aU bulletin artides, recognize first-year mem- 
ral speed? is usuaIiy motivational and inspi- . corners of the world are reflected in the mul- bership anniversaries, recognize five, ten, 
rzticnal, I hope to do that. But I am a tinational names of severaI of our chapters: fifteen, and twenv year anniversaries. 
very pradicai person, so today, I want to talk . European, Hawaiian-Pacific, Arabian Gulf, What else can you do to mentor the con- 
nos@ about irdividud members of SLA. and my own Florida B Caribbean. With our tinued improvement of SLA? You must make 
The association h a  worked hard to pro- new strategic plan in place and the work the , sure that your leaders are taic'mg a path you 
vide s rich rnesbership experience for each Board of Directors is now doing to recreate . want to fohw. Ycra must become effective 
person who joins. Ou:  virtual activities help the long-term goverxince of the association, . foIIowers. Wgat are those? They are the fol- 
us make this possible by providing infor- we wiiI continue to improve the effectiveness lowers who are exemplary in their honesty 
mation ar~d products for those who are far and efficiency of our operations by being . and sincerity, in their ability to stand up to 
from headquarters or Ihe meetings. We can rnore 4exible and speeding up our ability to ' their leaders md nilt bend to pressure when 
a2 agree t h z  the person-to-person contact - respond to change. Our visian remains to be - they feel strongly about something. They will 
is the heart a.nd soul of SLA. However, this a catdyst in the development of a globai talce initiative, are self-sfzxters, and offer con- 
ideal person21 ir;.teracticn is not always pos- knowledge based economy. structive critickisrr: becailse Cqey are indepen- 
sible, so we have worked to suppIement . In order to continue this improvement in . dent thinkers who can be counted on to go 
th8t conzct in z tangible way for a11 mem- the association, we need to pay particular ' above and beyond tne us& perception of fol- 
bers worldwide by iowering the barriers of - attention to recruithg and especially to re- lowers as sheep or yes people. The best fol- 
rime, distance, and l awage .  Here are taining new members. We information pro- lowers are those who exhibit the characteris- 
some of the ways we 2re working in our fessionals are good at mentoring each other tics described h ou: Competencies document: 
glob$ envkonmenk in our careers. Now it is time to turn that that is a higk leve of organization, decisive- 
Articles published i@ Information Out- focus to mentoring our SLA life. Students ness, and commitment, as well as communi- 
lock are sumnarized in several Ian- and new members aeed an orientation into cations, problem solving, conf2ct maage- 
guages. all the possibilities and benefits offered by ment, and change xanagement skis .  A per- 
Conticuing education video conferences SLA's unigue biend of management, techni- son who is m exemplary follower: 
a n  broadcast in Europe to the east. cal, aand subject expertise. Making sure 1) has a passion for the goals of the team 
Electronic c h t s  have participants from these new members feel comfortable on the or organization 
Asia to the west. SLA team is a rcle those of us who are ex- 2) masters core competency skms, such as 
Mexbers h s x  the United States, Cana- perienaed members should adopt now if we I mentioned above 
da, Mexico, and severai European havendt been doing it all along. I encourage 3) adds value to things that need to be 
countries seye  an association commit- you in your chapters, divisions, caucuses, done-something that is already at the 
tees and the Board of Directors. and committees, and as individuals, to ex- core of our service orientation as infor- 
In the Fall of 200C, t!!e Board of Directors plore the possibdities for mentoring those mation professiosal. 
meeting iviE be held outside of North who x e  the future af our association. Here 4) speaks up when he or she sees prob- 
AmeCica 3 1  <?e first C&.e, in conjunction some few practical ideas you might em- Iems-but also, and more impomntly 
~ & h  Cne G l 5 M  2300 wor ld~~de  confer- ploy: explain the workings of the unit, 5)  speaks up when she or he has good 
e m  on speck& K3rarians in England. start with single small projects, encourage ideas 
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These may not seem hard Ciings to do, 
but they nm be cha'iIenging. 
Exemp'rary followers carry out a job ard 
work with others for universa; good. You 
see up here on this stage a number of S&A 
leaders. Today, we appear as your leaders, 
but we ieaGers are only in 59e spotli@~ 
about ten percent of the time, The rest of 
the time, we are followers too-ic $his case, 
followers of you, C?e membecship. We need 
p r o p m  area to exbody one or more of the 
priorirks. In: a quick bullet-poir,t fas3ion, 1 
wsuid Iike to present to ycu just a few ac- 
com~iishmects zhieved. by staff for ffie as- 
sociation year in reiationship to the three 
priorities: Competency* Vaiue, and Access, 
E:omp~t~r%cy 
In the area of FifiZing prioric~ nnnmber 
one. competency, our profession& devdop- 
you @ be active and excited about SLA. All Catherine ua;~:' S C O ~ ,  one sf Cqe . ment and continuous education progams 
of us together wi3 benefit if you are. Yoc, do 
~eg2.z.c~ Cis3 membe;s, $$ ~je16. have given members new opportunities to 
not need to be a chair or president ~t any increase their professional and persomi 
Ievel of the association to have an ixpact. throughout the past year and for bfsging competencies. 
Wnetber follower or leader, the most impcr- yet another ancud conference to a success- In Octobe~ §LA and Knigk-Ridder part- 
Znt tide in SLA is "member." 5-G. end. aered on a video conference .called "Giving 
The theme for SLKs 93th Annual Con- Associaticn year 1997-1998 has been Users VZ?zt They XeaZy Vdan'LINeed." No- 
ference in Minneapolis n e t  jnne is "Ksnowl- great-both here in 1r:dianapolis and for - vesber's Sate-of-G'ze-Art institute focused 
edge Leaders for the New Miiiennium, Cre- . the Special Libraries Association: Tke in- on Knovdedge Macagezect as a competi- 
ators of the Informatioc Futlire." This - rernational Association for Informatbn tive asset. 
tileme was chosen very carefully to caE at- Professicnak. In Jan~.ary~ C?e Vfinter Education Confer- 
tention to the peopie aspect witk the use of mi ; :fits mornirg, I wouid Zke to z k e  yoii ence was hdd following tke Winter Meeting 
the word creztors, rather L?ac another wore - back to this time last year when we were in in bVashingon, DC, and featured ',En 512 
that zight hzve emphasized a ibing or a ' Seattle. N <!at zcnuai conference, the stra.- ' and half-day cocticuous educatice comes  
process. And so we come back to our motto, tegic planning committee proposed, and the csn vz%us topics! most!y highli$?ting the 
which also e~aphasizes 'L;le active people as- board of directos adopted, a new associa- latest te&noio@cai devejopments iindn5ing 
pect, for it Is we li5iarians and information tion Strategic Plan titled: "A Visionxy a Technology F2.k 
pro?essionds as mexbers of SLA who are Framewok for the Fu3xe." E?rough our annuz.1 conferences and 
"Putting Knowledge To Work."TM And this . SLA s&f has been working to i n c o r p  o&er meetings, SLA strives Lo bring you 
old-yet-new motto wraps nicely around our rate this new pian into all of our vzrious oppomnities to newoffs, h e x  leading 
theme of knowledge leadership as we end progams and services. I hope by the end sf tl~inkers in business and the prs?essioc, 
this decade and $aE for the next cectury. tEs presen%tion, you vJilI agree that we are and bring yoc dose: to exh&itors and ven- 
Some of y~b l  will remember a te'levision on the right track! dors displaykg some of the newest and 
show starring Mag  Tyier Moore that was Part of what nlakes this strategic pian so most in~ovative pr~ducts ava2abI.e to yon 
set in Minneapolis. Part of her theme song adaptable is the section on priorities. W%e to assist you ic succeedizg in your career, 
was "turn the world: on with your smile." the strategic pian r i d e s  SZAis direction SLA staff has idso z&n.ieved success 
During inis past year, you were urged to over the long term: priorities are reviewed througi deveioping new ieadersbip trafnikg 
start your enpine. Now 2 is tixe to take and. adjusted annually, These priorities a7e opportxnities fax  the association tkough di- 
that energy from your rewing engne, xse based on  embers ship input which indudes vision m& chapter cffker leadership eaining 
it both far afield in the global arena as weii the Supe6urvey; focus grcups; research ac- p g a m m k g  (EACCLTj, ugdaad s o h x e  
as near at home in member deveiopment, 'Lvities; chaptee divisiorr, and oCkr scit gadages for unit 'Lreasnrers and working 
and Turn T;!e World Oc .. .NtE SLA. As . data; and board a.nd st& discussions. wiCi stlrdent and acadenic rdations goups 
your president, 1 am honored to lead ycu, The 1997-95 association year's prior$ and mmmizees t~ iccrase kmvIedge and 
and to follow you, for CLSle next year. I wish ties were: COMPETENCY, IJALUE OF TEE Lmrest in SLA acd Lye profession. 
an exemplary year for us id. PRCFESSICN, and ACCESS TO TEE ASSS- 
CIATEN. g?&ue 
7% explain C?ese three priorities fur the^ This leads to the second griority, vaiue 
I'd Iike to present SLRs newsst: video en- of thi: profession. Throng? team &fogs 
David R. Bender, Ph.O., deavor to show you a few wzys we are among several progam areas, SLA has in- 
executive director working to m e t  your expectations and $:- creased. the vis?Xliej for the profession and 
Good morning. I wodd Pike to begin my orities. Please sit bad< and enjoy the shew. the association, 
annna! address with deep C~anks to 21 C?e At  this poiat in the presentaki06-8~ a In the last year, SLXs government re&- 
program planners, committees, the Board of video was shorn Izighf<ghting the Sons progam has Seen wmking cn a 
Directors, and to om SLA staff f ~ r  all :he . ycm's ~c th~ i t i t ?~~  grassroots level f ~ :  a number of issues in 
hard work they have accomplisi;,ed . SLA staff has been wxking ic every . %e C.S., Canada, and the European Union. 
36 information OiaEnoh Rugnst 13% 
You can browse through our virtual shelves from anywhere 
around the world at any time. With the click ofamouse, search 
our extensive catalog of resources geared specifically for the 
information professional. 
The  Virtual Bookstore is updated regularly and includes the 
most recent information on publication dates and prices. Each 
book entry includes a full length description, table of contents, 
and book reviews (when available). 
The  Virtual Bookstore utilizes the latest Internet technology 
(Secure Socket Layer) t o  encrypt your account so you may rest 
assured that all credit card transactions are private and secure. 
I f ' s  resources at your r yourself: 
information OuHook August 1998 31 
. - Most irnportantiy, %A has been flghting 'Lo to provide you with the relevant informa- ,  is address to you-anc: wi?,at you get is 
acliieve balance in global digital coppigkt tion you have come to expect ?ox §LA. SLRs ir;telIec?~al capital. 
proposals. With the increased emphasis on technoio- Three major cox?onents v~orking to- 
In Aug~st ,  SLA joined tile European Bu- gy that you are seeing in your profession, gether to create SLA's intektrral api:A 
rem of Library, Information, and Cocumen- SLA is working to keep up with the same are: 
%ion Associations. Throagiiz this affilia- technological progress. This is our third . 6 Human Capita1-defined as 2% cagabil- 
fioa, SLA wi3 be working with library asso- priorify of increasing your access to the ities of individ:~aZs reqlrired to provicie 
ciations in the member states of the EU to association, trwea~7-four hours a day, sev- solutions to various customers which 
influence European Community policy on en days a week, indude YOU; 
copyright and ot;?er concerns of the infor- Our computer and technology initiatives Str-~ckrzl Cap?sl--t3e orgacizationz2 
mation profession. are szong and are changing with ieaps and capabilities of Cqe organization to m x t  
Our public relations program has seen a bounds, 13 tile Rrst qnarter of 1998, hits to mzkeie"; requirements; and 
number of media successes. In October, a oar web site haw increased IOC percent Customer Capizi-the v d ~ e  of an orga- 
featdre article tided: '"Librarians at the since the same quarter in 1994. The 'Lotal nization9s relationships with the people 
Gate" was published in CPCI Web Business number of recordeci. hits from May 15, wid? ~ i h o m  it does business. 
magazine and highlighted the reasons for 1995, to April 38, 1998, was 2,974,908: 
why a special librarian shauid con6v.C We have also added a secure sewer tc 
Internet searches. the site, i~hich allows a s  to safely provide 
Several SLA members were intexiewed : and coilect sensidve icforna5on via the 
and the profession was highlighted in two web site" This technoioa has ailowed for 
major US. airline k-Bight magazices- the deveiopment of such electronic com- 
qaite an accompiishmentl These articles can merce as orrr irirtual Bookstore. I im$re 
be found in 7j'nited Airlines' in-fl@t maga- - you to feel safe on our site an6 use it as a 
zine: Hemisphe~es in C?e A@ issue, acd in : timesaving too1 for hforzation gatthing, 
ContinentaJ Airlines' Cont;hentd xagazine? sharicg, and purchasing. Gaess i,$sh T&$i F,. &n&y exguYve 
for pne. Reprints of f i e  Hemispheres article @%mation  MA GO,& C ~ W  has its OWE. . <i op, 
,,r,,m, SLA, a h p p y  birthdajj at it?& a n m i  
were avdable bere at the S u t  booth, and web address: v~~~~.informa~ono~tlo~k.com, janqoef. 
both artides will be made availabie to mem- whi& was ex;randed to incl-~de fdi-text of 
bers tt:roughotlt the next few months. featare ar2des and cc lumx A search fea- . It is finding the ways to h a r m s  & of 
These placements are part of the PR pro- ture has also been added to &ow users to cur ist&Ei1ecm! M ~ M  :%at vliii z k e  $2:~ as- 
gram's ongoing media relations campaign $ye in keywords in order to heip them And sociation into the next centmy and tke ~ e w  
.+- to increase the visibility of t5e profession cer'tin ar2cks, to$cs, and arrthors. mmenniun. It is the product of our working 
and the association to upper-Ievd managers And if you reazy w a x  to have some %,a together with staff, board, and other voiun- 
and s'lrategic business decision-makers. on the web, iog into a chat session with teers CLQ reach our association's goals. 
Bur research program has also doce yours t-rdy. Wit?? this new teck~noiogy~ not I iook forward to wor%ng with aIi of you 
much to increase the v&x of tile profes- oniy may you speak to me daring tkese to atQ3i 33: gicba! goals. We will be devd- 
sion. Through alliances vv'ith severai infor- sessions, but yca may set up a room for oping this ideal of inteiilectml capita: 
mation industry research Rrms, §LA has committee meetings and uni"i chats" YJe cur- th:orrgi?out this next assoiia5on year and 
worked to establish a iarge base of statisti- . rently have seveven units zking advaxtage ol-" rvill share w%k yorr our progress as we con- 
d data for various industry piayers. this new capability tinue to strive tc bring you the higkst  iev& 
Focus goups have also been held - Last but not least, %A's own speciai li- of satisfaction a d  becefl*; for your m m -  
among xembers to assist staff in increasing . bray> the Information 3esources Cester> . bership in the Special Libraries Association. 
the vahe of programs and services for yon. has b e p n  to provide a host of topi.,-seg- 
These results wiil play ty roie in getting sub- mented Eiectrcnic informatkm ?ackeets - .&%v%T~$ &%%~%%T%~%~DTE 
stantial facts and statistics to sur intereszd (EIPs), avaiIab!e on o x  web site. They are A xajor higzight of the acmai busi- 
publics. excezent tools k t  scan be used to 2nd 3%: ness meeting is size recognitkon of numx- 
Infomation Outlook, now a year and a . about gezkcet icdustry azkks ,  web site ons members of the profession for t k i r  
half old, has taken off with timely and in- Iinks, and cutting-edge trends in Lie infor- conbibutions to sgecial Kxarianship as well 
sightfd articles and intervkws. This sue- nation industry On average, over fifty re- as the asscciation. The %st presentation 
cess has helped to iscrease vdue-not only sources are added to 'Ei?e EiPs each monCLjZ. was ',;re recog~ition of new FeEows of t5e 
that of the profession, but vahe in hciding Special Libraries Associazion. This hano: 
nzembership in the association. h$~&x%..mf ~ ~ p k d  was create2 to recog~ze  individuals who 
We& you add aaii of these acco~piish- are at or near L?e mid-point of an active 
&xess ments together-and please note that i professional cxeer for 5ieir leadaskip ir, 
Witn this vdue comes the responsibility couldn't fit  ail of om accoxpiishments into the field of special Ikarianship and for 
their oustanding contributions and expect- 
ed &tiire service to the association. Fellows 
are callec. upcn tf; advise tile Board of Di- 
rectors and tc dec the membership to is- 
sues a ~ d .  trends warranting action. This 
yezr the honor of Feilow was bes~owed 
upon: Biil F i s h  Coris Helfer, Eleanor 
Maclear:, m d  Coma Scheeder. 
The Innova~i~ns k Teck~ology Award 
annually recognizes one or more SLA merr;,- 
Sers for their inncvative use and applica- 
tion of technoby !n a speciai Iibrary set- 
ting. Winners receive a $1,000 cash award. 
Tilis year's wianer was Andrew Breeding. 
Xex'L, the Rbiic Relations Awards, coor- 
dinated b;y thc SLA Public Xelations Com- 
migee, were annoznced. This year the 
awzrds were &ride< ints two categories-- 
tke Media Award and the In'Lernational Spe- 
cia! Librarians Ezy Award (ISLD). The Me- 
dia Award .which recognizes a journalist cr 
jourcalists ~vho prrblished an ct'dtstanding 
feature on tiie spec% libraries profession, 
preferably ic g e n d  circulation publication 
or radio cr television. This year the award 
was presented io Kolmd Wilkersoc for his 
article in the Jxse 15, 1997, Grand Rapid 
Press, dtied "Exceilent References. " 
R e  iast Pubiic Relztio~s A w d  was The 
Interna"Lio:~zi Specid Librarians Day (ISLD) 
Award which g x s  to a clember(s) who 
most effeciiveiy nses this annual event to 
pronote theik mia iibrzries and the profes- 
sior. The winniryg organizaticn was the At- 
lanta Information Center at Arthur Anders- 
en LLP in Atlanta, GA, represented by Sus- 
an Kloppel: 
Folkwing t%s, SLA President jildith J. 
Fieid announced <?x winners of the new 
Dow Jones Leadership Award, which is pre- 
sected anmaly  10 an individual member 
who exemplifies leadership as a special li- as the exclusive sponsor of the Information 
brarian through examples of personal and Resources Center at SLA headquaqers in 
professional competencies as listed in the Washington, DC; Dun 6r Bradstreet Infor- 
Competencies for Spciul Librarians @ the mation semces as Professiocd Develop- 
Zlst Century document. The first annual ment Partner for SLA On-Line Job Search; 
award was presented ta Eugenie Prime. The Thomson Corpcration Companies as 
Next was the annotincement of the re- the exclusive sponsors of the Board of Di- 
cipients of the SLA scholarships. This year, rectors Conference Room at SLA headquar- 
the association distributed $6,000 scholar- ters in Washkgtn, DC,; Dow Jones Q Com- 
ships to two individuals pursuing degrees pany as the exclusive sponsor of the Lead- 
in library and infxmation science. The ership Award for the Competencies of the 
1998 SLA Scholarship winners are Barbara Zlst Century; EBSCO S~bscription Services 
Billings and William Jenkins. The A p i a -  as the exclus~ve sponsor of The Diversity 
tive AcQon Scholarship for $5,000 was alsc Leadership Development Program; The 
announced. This scholarship is granted to a Freedom Forum as the spcnsor of the Inter- 
member of a minority group for graduate national Libraries Program. 
study ia librarianship leadkg to a master's 
degree a!: a recogcized schcol of libray or A w ~ f d ~  
information science. This year's winner was This year's awards banquet honored 
Tamika Barnes. members ano: nonmembers whose accom- 
Following this, the five SLA members plishments on behalf of the association and 
that were selected to particigate in the SLA special libraries have nade a contribution 
Diversity Leadership Development Program to their organizations . the association, and 
were announced. This program is adminis- to the profession. The progam began by 
tered by SLA Affixwive Action Committee honoring SLA Contributors and new Legacy 
and sponsored by EBSCO. The program Club members. 
aims t3 encourage the participation of The first award was the President's Cir- 
members of diverse :Jackgrounds in associ- cle given in recognition for those who hwe 
ation operations by pairing then; with expe- contributed $10,300 or more. This distinc- 
rienced SLA members, who serve as men- tion in 1998 went to four companies: The 
tors. The five winners and their mentors Dialog Corpoiation, The H.W. VVJiison Ccm- 
were: pany, LEXIS-?:EXIS, and West Group. 
Theodosia Jonesaartey, Next, rhe new Legacy Club members 
mentored by WilCa Newman were announced. The Legacy Club was cre- 
Vmdana Ranjan, ated to recognize individuals who make a 
mentored by Sharyn Ladner financial commitment to SLA's future 
Lor; Guidry, through wills. real estate, insurance, re- 
mentored by Paige Andrew tirement, and other long-term giving in- 
* Cynthia Charles, struments. Yew Legacy Club members in- 
mentored by Barbara Spiegelman clude: Anne Abate, Andrew Berner, and 
Suzanne Koceyac, Kitty Scott. 
mentored by Hope TiBmzn The next award was sponsored by the 
At the dose of the presentations, Presi- H.W. Wilson Company, ~ublisher of quality 
dent Judith J. Field announced the 1998 indices and reference books since 1898. 
SLA Special Projects Partners. The compa- The H.W. Wilson Company Award is given 
nies included: Disclosure, Inc. as a Profes- to the author or auc~ors of the most out- 
sional Development Partner for the State of standing article published XI infomation 
the Art Institute, and as Technology Partner Outlook in the past year. This year, the 
for sponsorship of the Wodd Wide Web winner of the zward is Alison Head for her 
Site; Tke Dialog Corporation and TelTech article published in &e September 1997 is- 
Technical Knowledge Service are Profes- sue titled, 'Managmg Computers and 
sional Development Partners for the Knowi- Work: Are Companies Informated Yet?" 
edge Executive Institute; Moody's Investors Head received a certificate of merit and a 
Service and West Group as Technology check for $500 doliars. 
Partners for the SLA Listserv; LEXIS-NEXIS Another first for tile awards and honors 
program was the Rose L. Vormelker Award. 
presented fcr the first year on fhe f ig& 
annive:say year of the presidency of SLA 
by Rose L. Vormelker. The first annuai Rose 
L. Vormeiker Award was presented to Larry 
Wright. FoUowing this, Swan Merry was 
presented the President% Award for her 
outstznding efforts during the association 
year 1997'48. 
The next award was the john Cotton 
Dana Award, which is given to the SLA 
member or niembers in recopition of ex- 
ceptional service to special iibrsriacship 
Joanne Marsh& was 2% year's wLmer, 
The find award of the exning was the Hali 
of F m e  Award. %is year's recipient vv'as 
Winifred SeweE. 
At fne dose of the awards presenztioc, 
§LA President Jtrditk j. Fidd presented the 
Silver Cilain of Office to 1998199 Pmocia- 
tion President L. Susan Hayes. The S v e r  
Chain of Office is symboiic link betweec li- 
brarians of aIi nations, Attached to t5e 
chain ax silver dollars, represer~ting %e In- 
'cernationd understanding and cooperation 
among our mem3ers, l o ~ t e d  in more than 
sixty countries around the wodd. 
by Larry Kellansf 
The Biomedical Q Life Sciences 3ivision 
offered several very successfuI program at 
the conference in hdiaapoEs. Most were 
cosponsored with one or more of f le  fogow- 
ing div':sions: Chemistry; Enaqeering; E m -  
ronlr,erE & Resource Managenrent: mod, 
Agrkultme &f Nxtrition; NetAs/Materi&s; 
and Wxmaceuticd Q Heail? 'Fechnoiogy. 
The "Bioniaterisls" progax covered 
the materials used in prostkses (aetaIs, 
ceramics, polymers, e k j  wifi scme em- 
phasis on wear and burabzity. Because 
this field is interdisciplinary searching the 
literature presents particzlar ciralienges as  
pointed out by Renee Bush, A detailed ac- 
count of persistence of pesticides and her- 
bicides in the Wnite River basin in Indiana 
was presented. Pathogens in water benefit- 
ting from poilution were aiso discussed. A 
popular session was "A Mi:;nr,er's Cirde of 
Science Web Sites." Susan Westenbarger, 
Gary w@ns, L a m  Earnes, ar,d Anne 
: Iclaliey presented valuable web s k s ,  inter- ar,nual Scsiness Meeting wi<I cpdates from 
net journals, and sear& engnes. "lndanzl thee  vesdors (Bei'istein, ck.miaI Ab- 
FermenWionsX was a wine Zsting event, strzcts) and Dialog)? and eight other well 
The "Eack to NaPxe" session provided an z~ecdeS. programs co-sponsc:ed wiG~ cothe: 
excellent perspective or, @armaceutids divisions. 
from plants. Y#~&y-fht? percent of car pre- "patens fz Sporadic Se~cb.~,:" v~as  a
szription dmgs and 5.9 percent cf our aver grogmi co-sponsored by the E ~ ~ ~ e e r k g  Di- 
the couater dmgs originated h r n  plants. ~ s i o n .  It f a ~ ~ r e d  Adele Ho~kik vi1o i?&@ 
The science of evahatizg f ~ e  nami2.l prod- ndie  sense of the fascinakig 'v~orkl of pat- 
ucts was discussed, as we2. as i?ow a nz.&.- - ens. A~ob:nd 135 peopk zl~ended her ye-  
sal product can iead 'Lo t?e de-dopment of ser;%.5cn. Her ,werl-;eaCs z e  air&abie at: 
many syxthek dmgs. In the program, http://ws?rw.indianz.edu/-iibcIi,em! 
"New Crop Eevdopnent and Zsage," seed sporadkhtxd. 
backs and the genetic variation in plants ";fx '"cadexic P+oza&ab!en was attend- 
prodnring an anti-NCS d ~ . g  were dis- ed by approximateiy sixty people wko 
cussed. The example cnne f:cm Gamerocn, shmoozet aand anetwerired c v a  bredcfas: uc- 
West Africa. PoXcai aspects of conserva- 22 the more " f ~ A ~ ~  diszission s m e d ,  is- 
'iion were also discassed. sues discussed raged ?om bow to charge 
The 'Yontributed Papers Session" had . patrons fgr pri~ting from dectronic xesourc- 
fmr pagers coverkg tke deveispment of tbe - es tc hew iibrxks can pzy fcr t k  ixreaskg 
HUBNET suwey of users of heaith sdences . n~mber  of eqpensive offericgs on the mar- 
libraries, interlibray iczn networks, bow to ket, A show 3: kaxds indicated :?at We'i of 
promote Sic2:formatics databases selu-ices, SFiecce is offered by maw insti&tions Sut 
acd a health science library consortium. tkat SdFiqder Schoiar (a aewer pzduct) has 
Thee division xiembers received avxds. fewer subscribers at the present time. A iong 
They were Vfinifred Sew&& EG of Fme;  Ciscwsioc ensued on how li'hries 
* L a y  Wight, Rose v~rmelker Av%md; ac.5 make gatrocs mare  of ar, eve: shiKhg z -  
b5q Rovdand, Distiq@shed Mexber ray of eiez?onic jcurng titles. 
Award. A iz@$ight o r  the divisicn vas tke "'Ce~orate Roundtabie" co-spon- 
field trip ',c, ";fie k;dimapolis Zoo, with its sored by tke Engineciag Divisioc was the 
2: , 
 st roacci~bie of tile conference. Cniii~e 
t%e - "A--i. =~,nic  Roundtable" coove~satition, 
little of t k  Corgorate Ronnd'z.bk discus- 
sion deal! vcth eiec23nic jouinds. The 
"Cap~rate Rcaadtable" partidpams, ta:ked 
abont zany apics Indnding eiectrcnic %bIe 
of contents pro&cts, co9pcrate intranets, 
and library home pages orl <!en. esd-user 
desKtop prod~cts. and mstone: iaterac- 
7-. 'Lions in genexd. Feediiack on <?e vake of uonna Sckedel: aad Suzi Hayes chat zt atk 
L' 
acc& b z L p t .  ~ n e  sessicn was very positive. As a reszlt, a 
secoad one js @nned next yea: for she 
cr:,L;sual anhals and ;ick flora dgng tke MisneagoY~ mnferexe in the land of Gk 
pathways. PJso kteresting was the Q to ter,-thousand lakes! 
the :ndi&'za Medic& Xistory Museum. R e  %Biozaterialsn session focused on a 
descriptior, of 5kse materids a ~ d  strategies 
E e ~ w r m w  ULVISIDP~. to find in!orriatioc on them !n databases 
by Roger Beckman that don't necessariiy inchde s~bject erms 
This year mariied tke sixty-fi3h anni- with a Siomakmls foms. Much of %is i ~ -  
versary ~f the Cizemistry Division. Members IForn~ation can be ccnsidered Interdiscipli- 
ceiebrated 5?e occasion with a birthday nary a ~ d  is occasiondy fomd ia adikeiy 
,cdke at t k  S m d q  @en House sponsored sonrces. 
by the Anewicarz Chen?.:cal Society and 780 of the divisions ses--icns fcmsed oc 
Chemicd Abs'irzcts. In addition to the Open d i g i t  iaformation: "'Digitti Libraries: Kon- 
Home, there were tvm Bcard Meetings, the Text FormaW and "3lect;onI.:: Serids 
Coices." 'Ff?o-i?~ndred people attended the ' Dr. Herb Snyd.ee:, Indiana University Eaucw~ro% Hrvrsm% 
"Serials" session. Frances Kntidson, Los School of Library and Inforaation Science, by Debbie Bogenshultr 
Alamos Nationd Laboratory, described five . presented acconnts of the process of craft- The Education Division presented Glad- 
$pes of users and how eiectronic journals ing intelligence from collecting information ys Dratch of H-mxd University's Gutman 
Nt fkek needs. Elsevier and John Wiley - through analysis to the production of the fi- Library the division award for Professional 
demnstrated their new systems for deliver- . nai intelligence repofi. In this arena, where . Excellence duriv-g their annxal business 
ing eka;ronic journals. There was a ques- - too much information is a problem, he de- meeting. The division dso sponsored two 
tion and answer period after the session. . scribed the impact iibrarians could have - programs. At the first program at Butler 
Severdi people in the audience questioned : thrcugh selective filtering of data sources ' University, participants viewed a collection 
the r a ~ o n d e  of using RGiC, money to devel- and vetting them for quality and accuracy. of historic textbooks and early kindergarten 
3p something new that is already in place . Michael Uns~vorth, Michigan State Uni- : instructionai toys (very small pieces). A 
LI otifer A& systems. versity bibliograpker, explained the founda- . panel of ERIC Clearinghouse librarians took 
The "Back LC: Nature: Medicine from Na- tions and use of tlrle Freedom of Informa- us through the activities of a clearinghouse, 
%re" program had 150 pxticipants. Dr. Ara from the receipt and processing of materials 
der Marderosian talked on the importance of 
nafxral products in our daily Eves. Dr. Man- 
ael B d a n d ~  337e a fascinating account of 
the "genealogy" of %any of our modern 
drugs, Ws overheads showed that synthetic 
organic chemkt have modeled the chemical 
smctures of nacxal products to create many 
of our modem mugs s;rch as Prosaic. 
The division's last events were two infor- 
mative CE a w e s  or: "Tmcfikg Chemical In- 
formation I: Tecl~iques and 11: Sources md  
Content" taught by Chuck mber and F. Bar- 
through reference service provided to Iibrar- 
ians, teachers, and ERIC'S newest and 
quickly growing audience-parents and the 
general public. 
The Education Division partnered with 
the Social Science Division in rlhe successful 
appearance of Doris Kearns Goodwin. The 
division also cooperated with Social Scienc- 
es in program on glob2 information, and 
librarians and unions. With the Business & 
Finance Division, the division co-sponsored 
an insightfu! program on library education. 
kw Culp. Gary .VJims, Anne Malley, and . T;?e Gordon Pipus celebrate the o p e ~ n g  of ' And with the Museums, Arts & Humanities 
W x a  Barnes also presented their favorites - the Ex:"..ibit HaII. Division, the division participated in a field 
foz "A UTimer's Cicle of Science Web Sites" trip to the Children's Museum of Indianapo- 
in tile areas of Chemistry, Biomedical &Life tion Act from the Housekeeping Act of ' lis, and toured the world-renowned public 
Sciences mund En~~ionment 6r Resource - 1789 through the various executive orders , architecture of Columbus, Indiana. The Co- 
Malgerne~~t. See hQ:licalacademy.orglre- pertaining to dowsgrading and releasing : lumbus trip included a visit to the Bartho- 
se~ck~ibrary~biodiv/biblis1a98.hm, http:// classified government files. He illustrated - lomew County Public Library. 
www. hzzard. .u iac. edrrl i'wmr cllibraryi the process of acquiring government info;- 
use.%.htis, m d  h%p:/!vww.indiana.edu/ , mation through a description of his own re- ENEINEERI.~;G D I V M ~ N  
-cheminfo/slah&8.html (because of copy- search ir~to WWII Japanese balloon attacks by Jill Kanieczko 
right, ma.y on@ 5e prhted, not linked) for an the United States and his FOIA requests . The Engineering Division teamed with 
sorne of Cxe best %eJI presented. to the FBI and Depart~ent of the Army. several other divisions to host a number of 
Lynda Moulton explained the origins sessions at SLA's 89th Annual Conference 
Mr~rmw L Z U R A K F A X ~  D ~ Y E ~ M  : and intent of SLA's docu~ent  Cornpeten- : in Indianapolis. Sessions varied from dis- 
by Tom Rohmller ciesjor Special Librarians ofthe 2lst Cen- cussions aboct standards to managing digi- 
The Miiitary :&irians Eivision focused tuy, as a means to promote critcal self ex- . tal projects. Of special note was the first- 
its proga.mming on tne needs of its military amination of personal and professional at- : ever joint roundtable discussion for corpo- 
membership with. sessions of value and in- . tributes as well as communicate with the rate librarians co-sponsored with the Chem- 
terest to the generd meabership as weli. ' library education commznlty. Tom Rohm- ical Division. 
Co'i. Dennis !vl_xkisello, vice commander of il!er described implemenktion of stan- The division served as the lead division 
the Air Force Resea'ci? Laboratory, spoke of - dards, similar to the practical examples cit- . on a half-day CE course, "Using Standards 
the cooperative ventures between the Labs : ed for each competency, in the Air Force to Make the Difference in a Competitive En- 
Corporate Informtion Of%e and its librar- Librav and Information System as mea- . vironment," which featured Alison Ruger of 
ies to manage information as a smtegic re- surable outputs and a means to evaluate IHS and Bernadette St. John of AXSI as pre- 
source. He urged the librzrians to link into , personnel and contractor proposals. Frank : senters. The seventeen atte~dees all agreed 
the use portion of the information life cycle - Spauldng's reaction paper completed the - that it was a very worthwhile course and 
and deve1cp measures of value through pane:, summarizing the work done and the that the most difficult part of working with 
their infomatiion contribution to business . roaC ahead in educating people for special - standards is to acquire old editions. Richard 
outputs. iibra-arianship. Wiggins, from the Michigan State University, 
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entertained and enlightened an overflow 
crowd in a session titled, "Midnight in the 
Garden of Good and Evil Search Er,gines." 
The division invited practicing librarians as 
well as a couple of vendors to present on 
the topic, "Planning for tbe V w a l  Library." 
Janice Krzgness shared the University of St. 
Xlomas's design plans for a new campxs ix 
downtown Minneapolis, Peter Zeixet of 
Barr Engineering also spoke about decen- 
tralizing the library and placing the staff 
within business departments, and ;Karen 
Oye of Case Western Reserve Uciversity 
discussed the sewices now being offend by 
she new $30 million library of the f&m. 
Representing vendors were Scott Emericiz of 
TilomasNet, and Dennis McCle2an of CRC 
Press. Ernerich spoke about t5eir new prod- 
uct. ScluSource, that dews engineers to 
find complete and detailed product informa- 
tion. It provides a centraiized database that 
allows users to sear& OEM catalcgs to 
quickly find the information they desire. 
McCleEan talixed about CRCnetBase, which 
will bring full interactive documents to your 
desktop. The "E~gineering Standards 
Roundtable," fea~xed vendor spdates and 
discussions on standards issues, The Engi- 
neering Division Annual Business Meeting/ 
Luncheon gave the members a ckznce 3 
network ar,d to meet dzis year's award win- 
ners. Winner of the INSPEC Raxiei Stipend 
far a library schod stltdent was Gwen Sin- 
clair of HonoIulu, Hawaii; The EIISLA En$- 
neering Li:~rarian of G?e Year Aara~d. was 
presented to Betty Lou Hicks, i ihr ian ,  
Hanson Engineers Inc., chair of the Engi- 
neering Division for 1997-98. 
On Wednesday, division mexbers were 
entertained at a "Chat 'n Chew" &nc;',on 
that was hdd a: the Historic Landmark 
Foundation of Zndiaea. On Tfaursday morn- 
ing, sever$ members amnded a pr'avaie tcur 
of PJey B Scott kc., producers of race cca- 
engines. Since tile a q a n i e s  inception, ';be? 
efforts have produced four '%xs-AT: and 
two World Sports Charnpions'nip t%es. 
E~BRARV % ~ W % E M E N T  DWSIB\ 
by Jill Konieczkc 
The Library Management Division's 
annual "Swap 6r Shop" session was heid 
in Indianapolis on Monday, June 8, acC 
ideas for marketing libray and informa- Mr;5~urvi5, ARTS & M U M W M T I E ~  
tion services, inclnding web sites. Snrall Hwmm 
libraries were also well represented. by Esther m e n  Bierbaum 
"Swap and Shop'! was supported by The P$I'~senms, Arts Q Knmani'Lies Divi- 
LEXIS-NEXIS, continuing a tradition of slan (MAED) spcnsored a. variety of pro- 
"Swap Q Shop" sponsorship. gams and evects in Znd!ana.pEs. Our Neff 
Eveyone who aKended t5e session re- Schoiarsilip dinner was heid Sunday ewchg 
ceived a. iibrarj marketkg bibfjiiogrzp5y> de- . zt the Slippery KGU& Members then h d p d  
veloped t;y John La51am of the SLA &for- SociZ Sdence ceiebrak its seventy-fifr1.L an- 
mation Resonrces Center, and a wo&book ziverary~ Or: Y~esday, the ceiebration contic- 
cn developing l?~rary mafketing strategies, sed. with a gzcefd anC icforraative t$k by 
comphents of LEES-NEm, which $so Dods Kearns Goodwin. She spoke emotion- 
provided refreshaents,  XI^ divisioe re- a3y' abaut PresiOents kosevdt  acd Joknsaa 
ceived some great s~gest ions  for next and Eleanor Roomeit. 
year's evect, a d  many attendees men- - C?3 litaesd~y~ MAHD's annual b~ncheor 
tioned that they Iooiied foxward tc pmici- @is yea: the Bock aad Publisher Lun- 
pathg Lr "'Swap B Shsp "9.'' The wincing cheon) presented Jane Rmer, editor-iz~-&ief 
entries for this yex's "Swq & Shop" were: . of Grow',e ~ & t i o x i y  o jpA~ .  She wWly re- 
counted the edimriz.1 zmi $ the  decisions !n- 
5mdl Libraries volvcd ic overseeicg the writing, iEus:rs.ti.ting, 
Print and editing of the thirty-four vol.;rae work. 
(1) Energy Center of VIJisconsin, Madissn, The divisioc pagidpated in two fieid 
Vfl trips. Cn Wednesday. WE took a jaunt to the 
(2)  Rockweil Science Center Technical Ic- Iadianapoiis Children's M~srirm and or, 
formation Center, Tncusacd Oaks, CA Tk~rsdzy, we visit& fke architw&rd gens 
Special Materids sf CoIu;x~bus, Indizna. One had a Se- 
(1) Freddie Mac Corporate Information Xe- Znd-the-sceces peek a: the c-xatorid, regis- 
sozrce Center? M-cLean, VA zatior;, and presewatica areas, whiie tbe 
(2) US Generating Company, Bethesdz, cther gcaps ex$ored f ie  interactive efiib- 
MI@ its. Despite the rain: Zk.irsday9s groap 
Web Sites viewed and. visited 'duildings by Saarinen, 
(1) Marriott Lq:ercationsi Icc., Eehesda, Meier, Vencxi, and FeEi-a treasure-trove of 
hi23 modern architecture a2 in one s m d  city. 
(2;  HarerCailins Prrbiishers Information Speaking 02 a pzcd that ~ S e d  SLKs 
Center, Kew York, XI' Competencies, Moultsn 2i:ylstrated per- 
sonal benclamk-kg, T m  KohaSller shovded 
M~sBiurn,lk~rg~ Ls^ Birarie5 how to apply t k  stiindxds in stmCzred set- 
Print Materids tk:gs, Frmk Spa~Iding m d e  cleax the 
(1) Broaklm BLiblic Libray Bwiness Li- on-gokg name of f 'e  csap%ecries. B x ?  PJ- 
b r q ,  Brooklyn, hJ bert {azfnor cf .Fat-Free MeeOhgs) offered 
(2; Eewlen ?aci~rd  Company, ?do A h ,  . :ircrikiXe sr~iutions to siimmkg-down ffie 
CA getting-together. His message: '"repare, 
Specid Materials 
(1) A r e r i m  Trucking Association. Alex- 
andrk, VA 
{2 )  Los Alamos Kaliond Labcrztorg;; Los 
Alaxos, XM 
Web Sites 
jIj Los CJsmos National Labora',ory, Eos 
Namos, ?;PA 
(2) SavZ Stlrface Vlxfare Center Techni- 
a! Libmy, Mdgren, VA 
Videos 
featured over 130 en:ries and 580 attend- (1) Eos Aiarnos Nation& iab@:atcy7 Los AZendees !oak oil as sae cf tk exhi%ors 
+.:I 
ees. The division displayed oststandimp Alamss, NM a:fi abmt s cew s e k e .  
prepare." Indeed, the events at Indiaqapolis , hosting Burt Albert, who conducted an in- hottest topic in the iibrary and information 
should prepxe us d l  for the t ims  ahead. teractive workshop based on his book, Fat management profession: digitization. She 
Free Meetings: fir# ic Make Them Fa$ advocated tke basic principles of project 
PHY~!C~~-AS~E~X~MY~I%~ABHEMAT%~~S Focused, and Fun! management, and pointed to web resources 
%%was$o?: The divisicn enjoyed one of its highest . to help managers define their own imaging 
by Liz B r p n  turnouts ever with cinety registered PAM projects. Byrne also discussed staffing, 
The Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics members attending the conference. hardware, and software requirements as 
Division (YAM.) had its a.nnuzl early bird part of the project design process, giving ar- 
dinner at the Majestic Restaxant on Satur- SDCIAL 5 c l ~ x c ~  aivrsrox guments comparing the various advantages 
dzy, June 5. Thmks to the efforts of Dick - by Matgarita 5, Studemeister and disadvantages of in-house digitization 
Funkhouse;, fory divisicn members gath- . The Social Science Division celebrated . versus outsourcing. 
ered for a. e~eriing of fine dining and con- - its seventy-fifth anniversary at the confer- Jerry Hogan described the system of 
versation. X?e division spo~sored five ence in Indianxpoiis, offering substantive - presidential libraries ic the U.S., focusing 
roundtables, :so open homes, and co- , programs on a variety of subjects and co- ' on the Carter Library, and the mission of 
spcnsored four programs with other divi- - sponsoring various sessions with fifteen the Carter Center, a non-profit, non-partisan 
sions. In addition, the division co-spon- . other divisions and SLA units, including a . public policy institxte closely affiliated with 
sored an evenisg of live blues and dancing ' series with a focus on current European the federal liixary, as well as with Emory 
at the Slippery Nodie Inn. concerns. Members had the opportunity to University. 
The "Vendor Update Roundtable" fea- network and interact at open houses, fne : At the "Independent Sector Roundtable" 
tured several vendors, hduding the Ameri- . "International Visitors Reception," and at a - session, Suzanne Scarola of the Foundation 
can NIathernatical Society, hspec/IEE, Insti- . Dutch neat dinner. A walking tour of India- Center demonstrated the best methods for 
hrte for SdentiEc Inforaanon, BlaLiweli's, , napolis and visits to nearby attractions searching one of its newer serv;ces, the Lit- 
the Society for Scholarly Publishing, and . completed this year's offerings, described erature of the Nonprofit Sector Online, a da- 
the Fktional Federation of Abstracting & by current Chaiw Susan Berg as "the most tabase of over 15,000 bibliographic citations 
Infomatien Semiczs. Ezch vendor repre- . successful Social Science conference pro- of philanthropic literature, inchding the con- 
sentative wzs aliotted an eight-mincte pre- gramming in history. tents of all five of the Foundation Center's li- 
sentatior. :~hich was foliowed by a question braries. Similarly, Janet Huettner of the Jo- 
- 
and answer period, Michael Fosmire moni- seph and Matthew Payton Philanthropic 
tored &e questions from index cards that Studies Libra? focused on the Philanthropic 
had been distributed earlier to the audience. Studies Index Onbe, a database which in- 
The " P ~ M ~  Wide RoundtzEe," led under the dudes citations and full-text abstracts of ar- 
zble die~Zio~. cf Jill Hackenberg, dealt with ticles on kndraising, volunteerism, and 
seve~al division-wide issues including con- nonprofit organization management. 
cerns regzding the stztus of our listserv. Division members, Wei Chang of the So- 
Each of the disciplines represented by ros Foundation, Joseph Hovish of the Amer- 
PAU held a roundtable session. The Physics ican Legion and Rhonda M c G i s  from 
session moderated by Donna Berg, centered Wayne State University discussed their pro- 
around e-pri~ts and JSTOR's database; the fessional practice and the importance of SLA 
Astronomy session, aoderated by ErAy Po- . membership at the ever popular "Meet the 
worozneb;, was enlighk~ed by speaker Dr. : Social Science Division" session. 
Mickaei lturtz from the Astronomical Data John Richhardson, Deputy Head of the 
Sys te~ .  i%ke Mzcha led the Mathematics U.S. Delegation of the European Commis- 
divisicn In iively discussions on current and ] sion, was SLA's p e s t  of honor at a wen at- 
projected vdce-added feabres that were be- Wjlda Newmar, 2nd Steve x~~&ff, tended invitational luncheon where he 
ing offered. by p.&lishers and vendors. spoke on the implementation of the Euro. 
The Comp~ter Science Roundtable, co- . At the division's program on aging, Con- Later, he answered questions to a full room 
sponsored with the Sci-Tech Division, ad- stance Ford of AdultCae ir, Deefield Beach, of interested participants at the "Peace and 
dressed a nyriad of topics relating to serials . Florida pointed out that 25 percent of all ' International Conflict Management Round- 
costs, electronic journd publication, and . households in the U.S. are caregiving, 80 per- - table." Mr. Richardson and Information Ac- 
docurr.ent delivery trends within the pub- . cent of all caregivers are fen;aIe, and 20 per- cess Company CEO Wen Paschal presented 
Iishing arena. cent of caregivers suffer financial hardship, il- , the European Special Librarian of the Year 
divisicn co-sponsored two addition- - iustrating the social changes stemming from award to Llse-Lotte Lindskog of Cel- 
d programs: "Digi't Libraries: Non-Text ' the growth of the aged population. : siusTech Electronics AB at the "Internation- 
Formatsx and 'TEiectronlc Serials Choices" . Preservation E3rzrian Sherry Byrne pro- . al Visitors Reception." 
and joined with a group of divisions in . vided a? administrative perspective on the Four special librarians from economic, 
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financial, legal, agricultblrd, and pzbiishing 
practices described the impact of their glo- 
bal practice on information services, pro& 
sioca! growth and economic development in 
variwzs deveioping comtries at the "Global 
Cooperation Arrmg Information Profes- 
sionals: Barriers and Benefits'' program, a 
joir,t effort of the Social Science Division, 
the Europeac Chapter and F L K ~  Interna- 
tional Relations Committee. 
TRANSPHRTAT~ON U i m m  
by Sandy Tbcker 
gearring tinexes k this year's confer- 
ence program were elemcaic infmmation re- 
sources and government programs. Profes- 
sor David BZIQ cocducted a division-spoa- 
sored CE course, "Indexkg Techicd Dccu- 
ment Using a Mattline-Readabie *esau- 
xs ,"  introducing participarts to the recently 
compjeted 2ansportation Research nesa:~- 
ms. The thesaums, which wiE be zrsed by 
C!e Transporta.ticn Resexch Board in index- 
ing the THS daabase, is disk-Ibuted oi-Jy in 
an electronic format and comes with "View- 
er" s o b a r e  to facilitate lookqs in Cte hier- 
archid, EIWOC, and alphabetic indezs. 
Of pztim1ar interest at this conference 
was the National 2ampo&ti~n Library 
(NTL) which is being fkaded under recently 
passed surface transportation ie@sk&ion. Bx- 
b a a  Post m-d Bob [larnetske of the Bureav of 
Trimsportation SQt'Btics (BTS) d~cussed ef- 
forts of the NaZ t~ g&kr p'iblicafiocs of U.S. 
DOT, b employ the Dubiin Core as a ~ ' ~ d ~ d  
for i n d e ~ g ,  to improve the precision of 
smchig of the digital collectign: a ~ d  te de- 
velop a network of regionai traanspoLrtation li- 
braries that wuld  provide service to a variety 
of customers. Both speakers L i v M  librarii~s 
to send Clem the& ideas regarckg develop- 
ment of the Rn. 
Other conference speakers inhded Ken 
OpieIa, who dismssed activities of the Xa- 
tiond Cooperative Resemh Program; Susan 
DresIey and NeMa Brav~, who discussed Fed- 
eral Highay Ad&?lis~atioc's (EWJA) 
project, f i e  VaIue of Lrormatioz and L&r- 
aation Services; and Judy Gutshail, who de- 
scribed chaqges St FerrBOT's library. $an 
Thornson described the division's strategic 
planning activities; Skve Godwa talked 
about progress with W S ;  Deama Mzrcuna 
discussed the onstrahts of tetitlnobgq vsiti'i 
respect to mak'mg d@A miledons use%l 
nie Field, Portiand Gemem Association: '%- 
$xi iT&4es ... Re&ty cr E%eCZ?onic ~IS&?'' 
L a m  A. 3 m n ,  1nstik:e of 2xx;lord2on 
Engkeers; "%pyri@:t k; Cie E!ectronic 
Age.. Policing k a Brave New Wodd," ;Wen 
j. Mark, R ~ e s i c z  Hdh &re Associatior:; 
"kternet and tke Specid Libsay - A 
VJay to Mzket Vo~rseIf & Your Services," 
jok? ';cYlabff, Xationd Assodation of Real- 
%rs; "'So @ ~ c h  ts A b o S A e  Cky- 
thhg Goes' %blen to& Zippere; Sa',iond 
Patient Safely Fcncdati oz. 
The caucus has grcw2 to niney-fcur 
eihibitx QkS ~16th a ~ 0 9 f i X X ~  zxetendce members and has benefitted g & y  from 
2 f i ; j t  ~ a j l .  
~ k e  entlhusiaseiz ieadersbip of Christine 
Romboletti, Nationd Association of Con- 
our mstomers; Joe Took explaked the new venience Stores! as caucus convener. As- 
traqmtation biii and FEft\JA kformatioc sociation librarians icterested in joining 
program; i;udrc.n EyjoVsdot~k described her the c a m s  si?ouid contact the new con- 
iib:ary at T~landak; z:d Arto Tevajm t&ed vener, Janice 3iuzynski, at the American 
&out kchnobgy transfer 31 the Bdtic states. Trzcking Association. 
T e  week concluded hiti? a fkscL+athg tom 
cf a Pmxlips En&x Fadory a id  of several GAY & LESKIIAX E ~ W E S  E w ~ L ~ : ~  
beav.t'id buidkgs k Columbus, hdkna. Ly R a p  Stmuse 
Forty-seven peopie iizended tke Gay & 
A~~BTIAI-~D% ~:NFBRMKTIBW Lesbim isw,es Cmcus meetirg ad program 
~ E R V ~ E E S  CAUCM in Indiznapolis. Dmbg the brief bnsiness 
tagi Joan c. h e ~ g  neetikg hlag EEec S a w  ageed to serve as 
The Association Information SeMces co-conveaer {vf;t'c Roger Strouse) for <'ie 
Canas presented h r  the thkd time its pop- Mi?neapolis Ccnference. Richzd Eulse? 
ular rcun&~bie discusion groups 31: q i c s  agreed to expIore t2e options of setthg cp a 
of interest to association librwians. The . rnep,tcPag program for new gay and lesbian 
TmspoF%Xion Pivision and TekSec Ziharj  - association sexbers who are seeking ad- 
SerJices were the co-sponsors of the round- vice. Xovm Fakgove v?!! m~tinue on as 
table meeting wi?ick was held on Mondzy, . caucus web site editor. The GF,CJ~ Essew is 
June 8. The roucdtable dismssions were - active, tkianks to Gene Dx~ilenko, Canknko 
fouowed by a festive and v~eE attended re- wiE step down as co-mwener. O t k  a z c ~ s  
ceptior: suppixred by Gale. bushess issues, ixhding progrardag for 
Seventy attendees participated ir?. three - Mixreqolis, were also disc~ssed. 
different rr?'icd&bie discussio~s. A scan of The cauc-~s enjcjed an exceknt Fresen- 
<?is yea's topics provides icsight Into some &tion by ?dag@e Xar-tes head of user ser- 
of :he unique challenges flat face an asso- . vices at xhe Kinsey ffistkite for Resex& % 
cia'lion iibrariac. Ti?e apics, the saxe of : Sex, Gendez and F.eproduc:ion, whi& is 
the facili~tors, and their affiiadons were: celebrating it's fiftieffi yew ef resea& 
'To Baidly Go Where Nc One Has Gone enteFai~ag and er~lightenkg program fo- 
Before,..Emerghg Technologies Q the As- cused on :he instk~te's history acd its coi- 
sociation Library," Joan M. Ogden, Ameri- iecticn of r z e  and umszal maierids. Max- 
can Medical Assoda5on; "Customer Satis- cer also discussed chdezges faced by re- 
faetio~;: Wiec is Siien~e Not %Aden?" sear&ers in the z e a  of sexrzdity ia 529s 
Sharon Levy, National Ui-idlife Federation; age civoad reIigiozs coaservatives. 
'Marketing Icfor~atioa ProdlrdsiFee for 
Service.., From Nickeis and Dimes-tc Doi- . RETIREIS &'&MBES~ ~L;PI'C 
izs ,"  Ann Swing KeIiyf internationd Assc- by Didi Pamake 
ciation of Fire Ckiefs; "Aanud Association For Cx Brst Zne, the xetireti, Members 
Mee~ikg-A Face-%-?ace Oppo~~~nity!" Con- ~zuczrs Ci?-s~or;sored a mjor program vsith 
the Legal Di&ioc3n titled "Facing the Fxture: 1 directives; and L,ar;rie Eckstein described 
7. i'ne Se%or I7exs," held on Monday, Jnne 8. retirement plac issues and services. The 
Tie program ccnsisted of a panel of experts . panel was moderated by Roger Haley, 
in areas sf coxem to all present and p e n -  ' former iibrariac of the G.S. Senate. 
tial retirees: J. Peter Mmazg% spoke on The presentations were kept, on the ca- 
long term icsurance; George Sclater, : s~aI side which diowed for lots of audience : 
Esq, ciisccssed wrims types of advance . questions and panicipation thro~ghout he 
presentations. Each pane:& offered clear, 
concise advice on hou7 to understand and 
evaluate the myriad services offered by 
many differer?, proviaers. One of the most 
important facts that was brought out during 
the program was that 53.8 percent of 
those on Medicaid are there because of 
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Gieir cmiilingness to plan ahead fo: their znnud busicess meeting chaired 5y Cathe- zpaiis Conference. Pat 3cci 2nd Scotr, 
owc & m e  needs.The presentatior: stzessed rine "Kitty" Scott, coriecer of  <ie = u c ~ s  wil explore co-spaassriag op'LLons ?or &tin- 
tize best outcome is achieved when pian- for 1998. A main topic of dismssian was nezpoiis, wkiie %21y Iian~~fl-Mzky ?I% 
ning is done we3 ahead and based on as t;?e success cf t%s yea 's  program and po- s e r~e  as secrezry of the cauclrs a d  DIdi 
much ktformagon as i'- is possijie to collect. tentiai topics and &so cc-s~onsori~g ddivi- Paacake v&i cmtiaue as edit91 sf the 
After the program. the ca.ccm heid 2s sions f ~ r  Rex: yex's prcgam at tile Minne- goup's newsiener. 83 
%e Fceedom F G P ~  and the Special Libraries Association re- 
ce~t iy  provided four Iibrzians the opportunity to work abroad in an 
intern;;ticn;ti Freedom Forum Library. The participants in the 1997 
progax were: 
Chrh Hdr&tt?sty, BaIedgbr D@VJS B 8bscmer 
Russia 
Barbzrz: VmdegiftY for~aerly of &-he ?&tioral Bress Club 
Manila, Philippines 
Xzqyt. VJiEiams, Wmhi~3~gton Post 
Hong Kong 
!an Tudor sf JT Research 
,4rqentina 
- 
Chris Hardes~ uf51 journalism smdents at Moscow State Univesity. 
Paveis hn Russia 
by Chris Hi~rdes$ 
i ~ X V J  I'd find hea@ food and beautiful sights in Russia, 5ut 
the mcst satis.@i;;ing part of ihe whole experience is the success of 
the progyan. 
I spent two weeks inepi~g jo~rnalists and students-more than 
sixty in 22-to effectively use the Internet for news research. My 
time was divided betweec Moscow and St. Fetersburg. 
AiLt?ol;;gh jti xaOe onsite visits to newspapers azd universities, 
a y  home base was the National Press Institute offices in each of 
the citis. Specifically, XPX's CyberJournalism Center in Moscow and 
the Freedom Forum Xews Li3ra-y in the St. Petersburg NPI office. 
Frogam piamers advefiised the sessions to local media and a 
schedule was ~reisared before my anLval. It was a full schedule, too. 
On most weekdays, I met with two different groups for three hours 
each. A c a y k  of groups r e tmed  for a second day of instruction. 
Experience Ieveis between the groups varied significantly. Some 
axendees had aever before used the Internet and needed to know 
the %ndimentais, while ochers were wanting to improve their 
searching techniqaes, A few of the more advanced pupils were even 
looiii~g for sokm g ~ i d a x e  in learning HTML. 
Xegard.iess of their abilities or experience, it was great to have 
the atrention of so xany people who were so eager to learn. Teach- 
ing Xussian joaraaiists acd journalism students how to use the 
Internet is basicaEy no difierent f ro~r~  coaching anyone else. The 
pupils w a e  a~x;:ous to learn helpful hints and practical use of the 
Internet despiti. i~npredictabie or sIow connections. HaxksQ; with CMs Harnii'an, Freehorn Bcmm iikziae at St. 
Tt?e problem cf language differences was solved by translators. . Petesbilrg. 
About half of the sessions, though, were made up of bilingual shr- 
dents. I fvmd those sessioi-,s to be more productive, only because 
transiatiorl lime didrt't interfere with instruction time. go out of their way to make sure I was comfor'tbk. But one per- 
A translator ~ 2 s  also provided during my free time on week- son who must be naxed is the Freedom Forum iibrarian in St. Pe- 
days. ?.?Qese translators, mazy of whom were university students . tersbwg, Chris Hamilton. He r edy  djd go out of his wzy to make 
studying the Engiish lz~guage, acted as tour guides and took me sa:e n y  fellowship ran smoothly. 
sigktseeing. The oniy complaint I have about tke kilowship is that I didn't 
Everyone I on the trip was very kind and many seemed. to have enocgh free tixe to see and do 831 LIe t3ings I wanted t3 see 
acd do. BLX because my ectire ex2erienc.z was such a ppcsitive one, 
Hardesgf mazy be reached ~ i a  e-mail at: cha?-desr@na??do.com I'm pimning a personal trip :o St. Petersburg later this year. g 
Specid Libraries Asssciatim 
International 
The Freedom Forum and Special Libraries 
Association are seeking applications from iibrarians 
for a two week program providing opportunities for 
iibraians to work abroad in an International Freedom 
Forum Library. The projects wii! be conducted in 
Europe, Asia, South America and South Africa. 
There are four training oppoRunities in "198. 
The project will be to candud a training program and 
create appropriate training materials on the internet 
and its use in news research. One iibrarian will 
conduct training in each sf the Freedom Forim's 
centers, located in Buenos Aires, Hong Kong, 
Johannesburg and London, and within each regiora 
at an additional iscation to be determined, 
Applications for this prcgram wil! be judged by a 
panel of representatives from the Special Libraries 
Association and The freedom Forum. 
UALIFICATION 
MLS from an accredited schosf. 
Proficiency with Internet as a research tool. 
interest in the news library environment. 
Current member of Special libraries 
Association. 
In addition to completing the application form, yoh: 
must supply the following infomation: 
1. An essay outlining the training program you would 
deveiop, the training methods and materials you 
would use, the training activities you would organize 
and why you are uniquely qualified to execute this 
pro$xt. 
2. Three references or letters of recommendation. 
You may also include a current resume (optionat and 
not in lieu of completed application form). 
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Ycmr apptication must be postmarked by September 
39, "i99 to qualify for the 1998 program. AII 
materials, inciuding recommendatisn detters and 
essay should be submitted by the deadline. 
The Freedom %orurn wi16 arrange and fund airfare, 
lodging, per diem for meafs. shipping sf materiaIs: 
and a $4000 stipend for the successfui candidate, 
The successful candidate will be notified in writing by 
October s6, 1998. 
Upon completion, the candidate is required to submit 
a report to the Director/$ibrery Sewices sf The 
F~eedom Forum detailil;g the  activities and resuits of 
%he project. 
THE FREEDOM FORUMlSPEClAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Last Name: FirsUMiddle Name: 
Permanent Address (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee): 
Address: 
City: StateIProvince: 
Country: ZipIPostal Code: 
Telephone (where you can be reached by the Selection Committee): 
EDUCATION 
Undergraduate College: 
Degree: Year Degree Granted: 
Major: Minor (if you had one): 
Graduate College: 
Degree: Year Degree Granted: 
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 
Current Position: From: To: 
Company: 
Responsibiiities: 
Previous Position: From: To: 
Company: 
RespansibiIities: 
Previous Positian: %om: To: 
Company: 
Responsibifities: 
Other Appropriate Experience: 
Career Goals: 
Applicant Signature: Date: 
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FIPIAMCIAL BERVIGES 
AmerScan Banker e CDAiSpectrum The Pnvestext Group r Seegnrities Data Company 
American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers 
~ F I B E § ? ~ M Z S T  ~ K E i l l <  
Moody's Financial 
Information Services 
EUXOPEAV G O ~ . I B S P O N  
LVNCHEON 
West Group 




E ~ w ~ o r r i x a  
G L Z ~ X G E [ - ~ ; ~ C S E  
Telese& 6PSESTmF 
Library Services 
CARBEE L % ~ ~ s o x ~  SERVICE 
C. Berger And C~nnpaq 
CBU TECHNBZOGY Tacrc. 
QneSowce f nformatisn 
Services, Imc. 
CEU PIR'AYCB T m c ~  
Securities Data Co. 
P~BIDBKT-ELECT'S 
RECEIPTLOX F R STCDBNTS 
Practising Law Institute 
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'fie Special Libraries Association dosed : Coplen Fund $41,806 ] Whiie FY 1998 got off to a sound finan- 
fiscal year 1997 in a favorable position due Global 2000 $158,470 . cia1 start, this year's annual conference has 
in large paz to the very silccessful annual Temporarily Restricted Pledges $210,000 not provided the desired levels of income. 
conference which broke previous records : While this conference has been great for 
for registration and featured a sold out ex- - As previously mentioned, the invest- . education, networking, exhibits, and gener- 
hibit hall. Other noteworthy highlights of : ment portfolio performed extremely well al programming, the bottom line has suf- 
the fiscai year included investment fund . during 1997. The unrealized gain on the to- - fered from less than expected registrants 
earni~gs and f k d  development income . tal portfolio was $364,640, and the total re- . and sponsorship income. The association 
both in excess of $50,000 more than pro- turn on investment exceeded 20 percent. ' has therefore entered into a contingency 
jected. These figxes are of particular sig- . The association's investment portfolio at . plan geared at reducing expenditures. While 
nificance sincz fie additional income en- . March 31, 1998, had a market value of : it is not expected to significantly affect the 
&led §La to fund x d  implement projects $3,776,150.58, with a cost basis of . programs and services at this point, it 
at an accelerated rate. For insmce, the ini- $2,988,102.77. The portfolio is conserva- . should be noted that programs and services 
ti& phases of implementing the virtual as- , tively balanced with cash and cash equiva- will be funded more conservatively for the 
sociation were rat  slated until a future year, lents, Rxed income, and equities. remainder of the year. 
and we axe akeaiiy well into the execution . BVhile a strong membership base is the 1 As we begin the process of assembling 
of S7&s electrcnic. commerce site. key to a successfui orgmization, it often pos- . the FY 1999 Budget, the Board of Direc- 
At t,tx dose of 1997, Cie association's - es sign3cant flnancid challenges in order to . tors, Finance Committee, and staff will 
financial records and statements were au- . provide services to the membership. Ituring ' continue to Iook carefully at the issues 
dked by the independent accounting firm 1997, the association spent $4,838,287 de- . raised by the IRS audit of 1991 and the fo- 
of Langar, Associates, P.C. SLA's audited livering programs and services to the mem- : cus of the congressional activities on not- 
1997 SQtement crf Revenues and Expense : bership, accounted for as follows: for-profit organizations. Running a non- 
reports ktai assets of $8,420,737; total li- profit corporation poses many challenges. 
abilities of $2,182,691; Cotal revenues of . Allotments to Chapters, Divisions, As with any viable organization, the asso- 
$5,513,877; total expenses of $5,474,967; ' Caucuses, and Stirdent Groups 7% - ciation operates under sound business 
and total get assets of $6,238,046. The Membership RecruiQnent and Retention 2% : principles. The association is concerned 
~Seceral Fnnd books were closed in a posi- : Publications 14% - with .ceeting the needs of its customers- 
5ve pcsitian of $23,904 which the Board . Conferences and Meetings 26% the xmbership. The association is con- 
cf Cirectms approved to distribute to the - Professional Development 12% , ceroed with the bottom Iine and profitabili- 
Global 2OOO Fund. : Public Affairs 11% - ty. The association is concerned with in- 
Ifne total auc;it?d h d  balances at Decem- . Leadership Services 16% : vesting for the future. Continued financial 
ber 31, 1997, were $5,238,046 as follows: . Other Programs and Services 12% - and membership growth are the keys to 
positioning SLA as the leading organiza- 
Gecerd Fund $1,717,918 . For every member of the association, : tion in the information industry which is, 
Generd Reserve Fund $2,252,443 ' SLA must raise an additional $73.29 of net . after all, our stated vision. However, being 
Infornation Tedmlogy Fund $287,504 . income to support the full range of services ' a non-profit organization presents addi- 
BuiIOing Reserve Fund $504,041 . listed above. SLA is meeting this challenge tional rules a d  regulations which are spe- 
Scholarship Fund $419,433 : through its non-dues revenue-producing . cific to associations and sometimes chal- 
Ncm-Serial Pubiications Fund $243,547 programs and activities. During 1997, the : lenge the general business operantes. 
§LA Endowmect %nd $234,704 . association derived a significant 74 percent, . The Finance Committee, in making rec- 
Steven I. Goldspiel Memorial or $4,318,940, from non-dues revenue . ommendations, and the Board of Directors, 
Resear& Fund $168,180 sources. in making decisions, must examine issues 
with regard to dues versus non-dues ratios; 
: related versus unrelated business income; . 
hy Richard Wallace, §LA at-earure~; For more i@imation on rbfong Mamers or to con- . and compliance to the very specific, often- 
@i%ute to the co!umn, pieuse contact Wallace at: I-217-421-3283; fau: 1-217-421- . constraining Revenue Code of the Internal 
2419; e-ma?: ~e~ia / la~c@a&dg,~~m.  Conf!nued on page 41 
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As my brother Bmce Guthne considered twenty-eigl-.t yezs. Dming fie last p e n -  the composi',ion ""Es hr ld  Is Your Land' 
a political campaign, he wanted Q know if ty-eighth) year of the first tern, the apy-  is got avadabie for t5e proposed usage." 
he could use the song a d  line, Lmd right was eligible for renewal for an add- The coadusion was "This Land Is Your 
Is Your Land" in his campaign armercids  tional fortyseven years, atding sevezty- Lmd" may nst be s ~ n g  as a politid cam- 
and posters. This question provided an op- five years. If the copyright was not re- paign. However. regardsi.8 the questian of 
portmi@ to research the issue at the Li- newed, the ittm v~ould then faE into C?e usi~g. the titie, "Dis Land Is Ysur kind'' on 
bray of Congress Copyright Office. "public domain" and could be used freeiy a brrmper sCLi&er? Profe~sor S r a k  K .  Wiant 
The Copyright Office came into exist- wifnout permission. of W~hington B Lee School sf Law notes, 
ence on July 8, 1870, when President U- In ~Izls case, since the orighd regstra- "%e genera: mk is that titles cannot be 
ysses S. Grant signed the law that desig- tion took piace in 1956, the renewd year copyi@ted." Ss, the cse of the titie wsdd 
nated the Library of Congress as the cen- was 1984 and, kdeed, the copyight for the p b a 3 y  be a2 right. 
~ a !  agency for copyright registration and song was renewed lanzary 23, '1984, which To keep us on copyright developments, 
deposits in the United Stares. Today, the exte~ded mpyright fcr an additionai forty- one can subscribe to the copyrig& listserf 
Copyright Office holds the answers to seven years. The process of looking though from tbe Copyrigitl Office by sending 2 
questions of ownership on copyighted the fdes can be circumvented for works t h a ~  message tci LISTSERV@~8.lsc.gsv. In the 
works, particuliidy olde- L ones. have been renewed by ushg the corngarter body of the message 'mite "SUBSCRIBE 
To research the copyight holder of the system which gives this histoy, as v~e3. It USCOFTXIGEZ" Their web site is &p// 
song, "This Land Is Yolour Land." we went to indicates that t5e copyright boiders are Ado m . k c  gcv/copyight. Also, to kee? xp 
the Library of Congress, Madison Bailding, Guthrie, p a @  Guhrie, a d  Nora Ronmte. on copyright Iegislation, consult THOMAS, 
mom 401. There are huge card fdes con- Knowing tiiat tke song "This Land Is &e Library of Congress iegisiative dag- 
taining the registered works. We iooked Your Land" is s t 3  a copyrighted work and base. at k%p:ilbw~t"i.bc.g~~~ Sea& ~ d e r  
through eras of authors or conposers to not in the public doxain, we needed ',a Cqe term "copyright." As we& the Copy- 
dnd the fkst appearance, in this case Woo- find out how to obt& per~ission tc use right Office srad is v e y  tne1pfb:l and vdIi 
drow Wilson "Vloody" Guthrie. it. To obtain snch permission, six can con- shepherd yox: research inquiries tbrough 
The f is t  appearance found was March tact the Harry Fax Agency in New York (I-  to canc!usion, 88 
38, 1956, indiating t h t  the sorig# whine 312-370-5330) to inquire about mrrsic 
unpublished previously, was published in rights. Pursuing this, a ietter was fixed to 
1956 and that the publisher was Ludlow The Richmond Organiza',on (1-212-633- by Lawrence Gufhaie9 E For m ~ c  i@~-  
Music, Inc. The copyright law of the United 1233) asicing. permission to use some of mfftsbn on Copynghr Comer or c5 cmtrs'truee 
States provides that for works orig;ln&y the music in cam~aign comaercids. A let- to the column, please contact GblI;?rie &re: I -  
created and published or registered before ter of response was received back from 202-&52-6z'52?;J~~ 2-202-778-8ti54 e- 
januaay l, 1978, the tern of co~yrig& is The Richmond Organization stating %at mil: @dthPi&co~mnz. 
ff/i'19ny I&%~ET, h m  page 45 demonstrate that by i999 SLA w% be in a d sf the board members with whom T, have 
Revenue Service, %ns means seeking ways negative fmmciai situation unless action Is worked, tke association staff fsr & of %eir 
to become more efficient; re-engineering taken to decrease expenses and increase in- suppo;t, and 1 s t  but Rot least &e members 
the delivery of programs and services utiI-i- come. The plan was presented to and ac- of the Fir,axe Commitfee. I would like to 
ing technology to its fullest advantage and epted by the association's leadership. The forma@ recognize the 1999/98 Firlance 
looking once again at the dues income. plan was also presented 63 the membership Camnittee: Roger Xdey, Agnes Mattis, L$e 
In 1997, the Board of Directors accepted via Infomation Outlook, the ciiapter and Mx:ter. and ;&a Peterson. 
the recormendation of fne Finance a m -  division newsletters: md the web site. The T look fom~%d to serving the rem-g 
minee to institute a long-range financial pim has been well-received by all. twe years of my term a d  commamicatjzg 
plan. The long-range plan was initiated by As treasurer of the association, I have with  yo^ through the Money bIatkrs cd- 
the Finance Committee to counter ongoing enjoyed serving the membership in this m- ams. If you ever have any questions cr 
financial projections which consistently pacity immensely and I am very gratefd to comments, please feel free m contad meg % 
For more information, visit our 
web site at ~&~~~.Stz.orgiccr~-meetl 
eve11ts.htmi or ca9 SLA headquar- 
ters at 1-202-234-4700. 
frrt? Association of Aquatic ak AS83 k n u a i  M e t i q  
@a&e $tience Ubnries C http:llww~..asis.or9/Conferences/ 
Infotmfisgn Seekkg in ?nk Cen-tefs and the i%$ar ir1dex.htmlkam98 
Conbxt AS?S 
October 25-29, 1998 
ISIC 98 
August 13-15, 1998 Septerder 20-25, 1998 
Sheffield, Engiand 
Internet Libranan '98 
Information Today 
http:/!wcvw.mcn.edulMCN98 November 1-5, 1998 
Maulterey, CA 
September 23-26,1998 
Santa Xonica, CA 


Like all our information, 
we like to get straight to 
it's ail about reievance. Being on target .  Getting 
right tc t h e  point. Firrding the  reievant informa- 
tion you need is na t  a hit-or-miss affair. Wit:? our 
u n i q ~ e  indexing and search technabgy, we can 
g e t  you t h e  facts you need from over 6 biiiion 
pager of text and 3 rniliion images with absolirte 
precision. We provide you with ds ta  from t h e  
ieading sources so tha t  you can make better 
informed decisions. That's what  we're aii about.  
in tomorrow's knowledge-driven culture, The 
Dialog Corporation i s  t h e  biggest advantage you 
c o d d  have. Let us guide you in your search for 
pertinent information. Cail us o r  visit our ' ~ e b s i t e  
a t  http:/iwww.diaiog.com 
United States 
2 -880-3-DlAiBGll -650-254-8800 
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